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Preface

"Charting the Future was the theme of the first national conference
of the Assocanon for Counselor Edueation and Supers ision held in October
1988 in St. Louis. Missouri The conference attempted to identify and ex-
amine those pressing issues facing the nation and the eounseling profession
today. The conference Vv as structured around three foci. echn anon, health,
and the world of NA ork Three national task forees were formed w ith the
char ,e to continue to address those issues This monograph is a produet of
the national conference and the foci of the national task forces

Three of the authors are task Force chairs. Dr. Jean I I. Cecil, Chair,
ACES National Task Force for Edueation, Dr. Kenneth B I loyt. Chair,
ACES National Task Force for the World of Work, and Dr. Sluron E
Robinson, Chair, ACES National Task Force for I kalth Fortunately, Dr.
Harold L F lackney graciously agreed to aecept th, dunes of editor of this
monograph. He was a key person to take on this responsibility beeause he
had served em the national conferenee plannmg eonnnittee dut dcsdoped
the three conceptual areas of focus Other members of that planning Loin-
mittee were Dr. Michael Altekruse, M. Gdda Broadwell, Dr Robert L.
Gibson, Dr. Sandra Meggert, Dr. Joseph Rotterind myself.

Dr. C. Gilbert Wrenn, one of the most loved and respected writers in
the field of counseling toUay, has. over the past 30 years, defined the issues
facing the counseling profession Particularly of note are his two pres anis
influential books. The Counselor in a Chaviv iId (1%2) and lin BM,/
of the Contemporary Counselor (1973) At their publk awn, both changed the
thinking of counselors in this eountry. Both ehallenged eounselors to aet
and to conceptualize their roles in new and different way s. Hwy provided
a social context for the practke ot eounselmg. It was felt that Dr. Wrenn
could, once again, provide a sense of history and dialknge to eounselor
educators and supersisors to consider then role in a brood, societal eoncext.

This monograph provides guidelines for eounselors iii the 1990s, in-
asmuch as the major societal issues Lan be assisted in a nujor ay by the
counseling profession. For e%ample, such coneerns as presenting substanee
abuse. AIDSmd teenage pregnancy imply major roles for eounselors and
counseling programs. Continued concerns of youth unemploy ment, dk
homeless, crime And delniqueney, school dropoutsmd the eoncomitant
loss of human potential ore all societal issues the eounseling profession is
addressing If we face these issues effeetively and dynamkally, eounseling
will become THE helping profession of the 1990s. This monograph pro-
vides a !Annulus for further exploration of the role we hope the eounselors
trained in the 1990s will assume.
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On behalf of the membership in the Association for Counselor Edu-
cation and Supervision, I express appreciation to our fellow colleagues for
their significant contributions to this monograph. We arc indebted to them
for their generous donation of time and expertise.

Marianne H. Mitchell
President, 1988-1989
Association for Counselor Education and Supervision
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CHAPTER 1
r1=1:M

The Contemporary
Counselor in a

Changed World1
Har )1d Hackney and C. Gilbert Wrenn

The title of this chapter is based on the titles of two previous books.
The Counselor in a Changing World (Wrenn, 1962) and The World of the
Contemporary Counselor (Wrenn, 1973). The terms "a changing world" or
"a world in transition" arc now commonplace, almost clichés. They were
somewhat less so earlier in this century, even after the ..ast changes brought
about by the Great Depression in the 1930s and World War II in the 1940s.

Many readers of this chapter were not participants in these two social,
economic, and moral upheavals of 40 and 50 years ago. It is only history
to them. Not so for people of the "Wrenn" generation (1902 ) for we
experienced the pain of these changes and protested them, denied them.
"Things couldn't go on this way much longer," "I can't believe this is
happening to us," and "Things will get back to normal before long." Do
I hear you exclaim, "But those arc expressions I hear today!" And, of course,
you are right. We arc still protesting, denying, because change is so painful.

This chapter proposes that in dealing with clients' present and future
as counselors or other hciping professionals, we start from a floor of present
reality. Each generation, in accepting present reality, must deny the reality
it was reared on, the reality of its parents and teachers. All of us face a
vastly changed world from the one we inherited.

The Changed World in Which We Live

This first section addresses our universe, uncomfortably far from fixed
and static, a high-speed motion of interrelating parts, from subatomic par-

asked Gilbert Wrenn to write the w huIc of chapter 1 under thc [wading I kid suggested
Illness in Ins fannly over the lntit-11 period of ix ritmg enabkd him to w rm on only th n. first
two topicsthe universe and thc Lnws in our environnient As editor. and LL ith his agrLcinuit,
I completed the chapter. working from outline of topus that Dr Wrenn hid priparLd.
Editor
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ticks to our galaxy and beyond. This discussion will report on recent changes
in our perceptions of change, both telescopic and microscopic, of size and
motion We can sec only to a limited degree, both outwardly and inwardly,
but carefully calibrated inferences from what we see increase enormously
our understanding awe and motion. This topic has been addr:ssed earlier
(Wrenn, 19%3), but so much has been discovered recently that counsdors,
alert to various environments in their own and their clients' worlds, need
to be alert to and awed by the universe of which we are a part.

Measurable Dimensions of the Universe

It has been accepted fur a century or two that the stars are not "fixed"
and that our smal planet is not the center of the universe. As a matter of
fact, ours is not a very significant planet of the nine planets and numerous
asteroids that orbit around our sun. The planet Earth has only 1/100 of 1%
of th. mass iur solar system. The Earth's distinguishing feature is its
location at an optimum distance from thc intense heat of the sun and an
atmosphere that contains gases conducive to the creation and maintenance
of various forms of life The rather small, middle-aged sun of our solar
system is located toward the cnd of one of the spiral arms of our galaxy,
the Milky Way. It is in a %old so vast that the star nearest to it is 41/2 light
years distant. This solar system containing our beautiful earth is one of
some 100 bilh 3n stars in a galaxy that is 100,000 light years in diameter
and some 10,000 light years in depth.

These figures are aw..some, perhaps incomprehensiblebut wait! The
Milky Way is separated from the galaxy nearest to it by a void that is 200
million light years across. This is only the beginning. Our 200-inch telescope
sees across 10 billion light years of vast space containing, to use Stephen
Hawking's (1988) careful phrasing, "some hundred thousand million" other
galaxies. Others speak.boldly of "100 billion." Such distances and quantities
are incomprehensible. At a distance of, say, 2 billion light years, our solar
system is seen as an atom, our sun as the atom nucleusmd the planets as
electrons revolving around the nucleus.

There is apparent reason to believe that among these billions upon
billions of stars, some are the suns of solar systems in whieh there are planets
and satellites, with some planets at the "right" distance from the sun and
an atmosphere suitable for the creation and maintenance of various forms
of life.

There is one more increment to our knowledge or :!-e incredible size
of our universe. Beyond the farthest reaches of our telescopes, more than
12 billion light years distant, are enormous sources of energy called "black
holes." We receive the radio waves they emit as one form of energy in the
huge dishes called radm telescopes (seen, for example, near Boulder, Col-

1 0



THE CONTEMPORARY COUNSELOR IN A CHANGED WORLD 3

orado). They are received as "radio racket" and interpreted as sound, al-
though actual sound waves cannot be transmitted across thc vacuum of
space.

Black holes are said to be the "graveyard" of stars. Stars in the process
of gettmg older and dying consume less and less of the remaining gases or
which they are composed and radiate less and less energy outward. A large
star -.lay explode (a supernova) and leave only a neutron core; or a smaller
star may slowly become a high density mass called a "white dwarf" star.
In this form it has a greatly increased gravity pull (two of the four universal
forces of thc cosmos are gravity pulling inward and ekctromlgnetic radia-
non flowmg outward) and pulls nearby dying stars into its graveyard, which
bccomcs stronger and stronger in its gravity pull. In this process, the void
outside the condensed gases called a star is filled with atoms of many gases
(the chief of which is hydrogen). These, over imllions of years, collect (are
pulled together by gravity) and form new stars.

Thus, the stars of the universe arc forever in the process of dymg and
replacing themselves. This is the basis of the steady state theory of the
"origin" of the universe. There is no origin. It has existed forever and will
continue forever. This shocks our sense that "there must be a beginning
Cinzens of the planet Earth have a strong sense of measurable time because
our planet rotates once in each 24 hours and revolves around the sun in
each 365 days. There is no parncularly good reason, however, why the
built-in sense of time on our tin planet should prevail for the vastness of
the time-space of the universe.

Motion in the Universe

The atom is no longer the smallest unit of so-called matter, for the
atom contains a wealth of much smaller units. Its interior is a wild area of
intense motion, electrons orbiting around a nucleus at speeds appioachmg

the speed of hght, while inside the nucleus are protons and neutrons, each
of which contan three smaller particles called quarks Each of these is in
its own motion. ..itogether some 30 particles arc buzzing around inside the

atom. All particles are too small to be seen through the highest powered
electromc microscope, but their presence is inferred by their influence on
the movement of visible particles. Thc movements of these particles arc
unprethctable. They may jump from an orbit close to the nucleus to one
farther away from the nucleusno one knows why or when the jump is
made. This unpredictability becomes the basis of the quantum theory in
which the quaatum is the particle. Other forms of motion are described
below.

1. Our planet rotates at the speed of 1,000 nules pr r hour (at the equator)
and revolves in an orbit around the sun once in 365 days

1 1



4 CHANUNG CONTEXTS FOR COUNSELOR PREPARA HON

2. Our sun, an immense condensation of gases, is in constant motion
The intense heat at the center of the sun; caused by the pressure of gases
from the outer portions, causes 5 million tons of gases to be consumed
every second The motion concept comprises both the radiation outward
of gas,..s and the recombining of nuclei under the intense heat so that hy-
drogen becomes helium and so forth, and on down, oer billions of years,
to its core of iron.

3. Our solar system is part of the Milky Way galaxy, which rotates
about us ow n center of graity once every 200 million years, carrying us
with it at the speed of 600,000 miles per hour.

4. A final kind of cosmic movement discovered by Edwin Hubble as
late as 1924-29 is the movement of all galaxies away from the Earth's
vantage point of sight. thi se farthest moving most rapidly at speeds a little
less than the speed of light. This movement carries our galaxy and our solar
system with it. (I do not know the speed of "our" galaxy in tbis kmd of
movement.) This movement means that our know n "universe' is expand-
ing at the rate of 5-10% every 1,000 million years. Thus, motion is the
essence of existence in the uni erse, the ce.heless movement of matter into
energy, of energy into matter.

Recency of Dtscoverte3

It is hard to keep up with cosmological discos cries that make us more
"aware" of the universe. Edwin Hubble's discovery that there is more than
one galaxy was as recent as 1924. The discovery of the greater speed of the
farther galaxies and the expanding nature of the universe was made in 1929.
In 1926, Werner Heisenberg developed the uncertainty principle that led to
quantum mechanics. In 1969 and 1973, respectively , John Wheeler and Jon
Michael developed the descnpnon of a black hole. At the center of "our"
galaxy there is presumed to be a black hole with a possible density 100,000
times greater than the density of our sun. The first superno a in hundreds
of ycars was discovered in 1987 The oldest and and most distant galaxy
yet known was discovered only in 1989 by Simon Lilly of the limy! :sity
of Hawaii. (Stephen Hawking introduced the public to many of these amaz-
ing phenomena in his 1988 book, .4 Brief History o f Tun( ) Who can imagine
what wonders are waiting to be discovered next?

A Personal Note

First, my own limitations are that ! know cry little about modern
physics and I have been an amateur student of cosmology only during thc
more recent years of my life. To any profesional in either discipline, my
amatcur statns may be ve -y apparent. I do not believe, howcver, that I have

2
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led the rcader (you who are now the hope of the future) astray in th t. larger
aspects of this picture of our universe.

Second, I bdieve that this awesome universe has a ...rt.atur ,m I call
GW. Some time ago, I wrote a few paragraphs on my excitement at ben.g
a part of our magmfment-beyond-understanding =verse that I titled "The
Awesomeness of the Greatness of God!" In this, I w rote of the creator (who
is also a personal God for me) of a universe which is beyond niy, or anyone's,
understanding. I also paid tribute to a creation of Godthe magnificent
mind and spirit of human beings I have been giving an account of our
perceptions of those dimensions of the totai universe we have observed.
Furthermore, I believe that we ha ), e not and w ill not ever "experience- this
universe. We will, however, continue to enlarge the pit are from the % an-
rage point of our planet as long as our minds exists

Earth's Environment in Jeopardy

This section will report primarily on present realitythe damage ap-
parent and the slope of the i urvc tow ard future damage An insightful
conservation ageniy, thc Earth Island Institute. relent!) republished a 1975
New York Tinw: brochure entitled Operating In.stinawn4, du Third Planet

This planet was delis erect ss hulls assembled and in perfect working wn-
dinon and is intended fo. fors aatomatic and trouble-free operation in
4+` a around its star. the S.ni However, to enstne proper functioning,
all passengers are requested :o familiarize theinsels es ful4 ss itli the fol-
lowing instructions. Loss, or een tempoiar) IlilSpiaLcnient of these in-
structions ma) result in (-daunt) Passengers s ho must proceld ss ithout
the benefit of these rules arc likels to cause considerable damage bc fort
they car eii the proper operating procedures for theinsels

Then follow explicit instructions fur the Lare of IR e iritkal dimensions of
our planet: air, water, land, life, and tire.

For brevity's sake, I will focus on only three areas of our national and
global life, air pollution and Its lunscquences. deforestation and its ionst.-
quences; and water shortage and toxicity.

Air Pollution and Its Consequences

U.S. government statistics show that in 19'80, an estimated 51,000
people died young because of air pollution, a figure projected to rise to
57,000 by the year 2000. It is estimated that air pollution costs S12-16
billion annually in crop and forest damage and loss of job time. The must
obvious sign of change is the daily TV weather report on the degree of air

13



6 CHANGING CONTEXTS FOR COUNSELOR PREPARATMN

pollution (carbon monoxide, ozone) and advice on what to do or where to
go if the pollution level is dangerous.

The fact of a seasonal, shifting hole in the ozone layer of the stratosphere
over Antarctica has attracted much public intelest The ozone layer is critical
to global health because it acts as a filter to %duce the entry into orr
atmosphere of the deadly ultraviolet rays of the sun's spectrum. Should the
hole becorne enlarged significantly, human health could be endangered by
a higher incidence of skin cancers and cataracts and a decrease in certain
immunological protections the body provides.

It is well known that the chief destroyers of the ozone layer are the
chloroflourocarbons (CFCs) that escape into thz atmosphere in the manu-
facture of refrigerants used in refrigerators and air conditioners, in cleaning
solvents, plastic products, and so forth. Not as well known is that the
damage done vAll increase over the years becau,,e the earth's atmosphere
acts as a canopy that retains the pollutants created by man.

Deftrestation and Its Consequences

The heavy assault upon the world's forests is nothing new It lus been
going on for a long time in Europe, for exampk Much of this seemed
normal and necessary at the timeprocuring firewood and clearing the land
for agriculture. As a consequence, however, Western Europe has lost over
70% of its forests. The greatest current onslaught on forests in the United
States is the commercial cutting for building construction and the produc-
tion of other wood products. When the Pilgrims came to America, it is
estimated that there were 425 million acres of forest land. Less than 20%
of this remains today.

Globally speaking, the most criacal changes takiong place are in the
destruction of the world's rain forests. In moist; humi'd areas ache worCi,., . ,
rain forests not only giy e their lice-giving substaucc'of 'oxygen to,theat-
mosphere, but they provide a cover for a great abunda.tice of all kinds of
plant life, which, c.f course, also emits oxygen and consumes carbon dioxide
The significance of ram forests to .the atmospheric balance of the world has
not been fully appreciatedi.until recent. years. Now we have begun to un- .
derstand the tragedy of the loss'sof 73% of the fain foiests in Weit Africa,
63% m Southern Asitand at 1GaSL 50% 111 the Philippines In Central anti
South America, defore4a66n:hai takéii place so rapidly that it is hard to
keep track of ;he damage. Oile might safely guess that cher 50%-of the '
tremendous rain forests of this .11,.. of the world have been or are in the
process of being destroyed.

Throughout our planet, thzrefore, the atmosphere is being "loaded"
with an excess of carbon dioxide. The greatest single producer uf this gas
is, however, the combustion of fossil fuel c oal oil, gas, and derivatives
such as gasoline. As the world further industrializes, such 'combustion will

' 4,
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increase and this, coupled with the destruction of plant life that consumes
carbon dioxide, creates the present long shadow of a world crisis called the
"oreenhouse effect." An excess of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere means
an increase in the heat level of the att.sphere of our planet. It is predicted
that this will in turn warm the oceans of the world, resulting in thc melting
of icc caps in the Arctic and Antarctica and an increase in the level of the
oceans that border all inhabited lands of the world. The argument on this,
pro and con, rages, but the logic is dear. Causes of this warming effect
must be reduced to avoid catastrophe, which is predicted to occur within
the next 50 years.

Water Shortage and Toxicity

Largc areas of our planet are suffering severe water shortages, in a
dozcn countries far removed from each other such as North Africa, New
Zealand, India, Taiwan, Spain, and central Chile. In some of our Plains
states as well as in the Scmthwest, agricultural needs and increasing city
populations have drained vast underground water basins, and in some cases
the roofs have caved in.

Several large world charitable organizations, such as the American
Friends Service Committee, the Unitarian-Universalist Service Committee,
the Freedom From Hunger Foundation, and CARE frequently request con-
tributions for the digging of wells in India, Africa, and other locations
because the shortage of iyater is as critical as the shortage of food, or of
seed and fertilizer for growing food. Lack of potable water kills thousands
of human beings daily, particularly children. The United Nations Envi-

., roninental Program predicts that by the year 2000, one third of the world's
cropland will have turned into arid deserts. This is a present reality that can
only worscn with the anticiPated increase in world population.

Water toxicity from industrial waste has been widely publicized. Some,
perhaps much, of this is the result of deliberate violations of laws that are
laxly enforced or deliberately neglected as a matter of political policy (ad-
equate disposal of toxic wastes would dccrene the profits .n business and
industry). Two of our largest conservation agencies (the Natural Resources
Defense Council and the Environmental Defense Fund) spend a major por-

- tion of their budgets (supplied by individual contributions and foundations)
'in bringing to court the violators of existing protective legislation.

Summary: Of Immediate Concern

Thc following are areas to which we must turn our immediate attention
if wc ire to affect the direction our environmental decay is taking:

1. air pollution and its impact on health;

a
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7. disposal of toxic wasz^s and other waste disposal p-oblems,
3. the prtNein of temporar: and long-term storage o:large quantities

of radioactive wastes fron both govt rutnental and commercial pro-
ducers of such wastes;

4. lack of water, particul 1, ly in certain areas of Africa and Asia, .e-
suiting in crippling rml'oritrition and a heavy toll of lives; and

5. a steady increase in world population, rarticularly in already ov-
erpopulated areas rf the world.

Wc have seen figures on prt. jected population increases for many ve:rs, but
the increase is so great as to seem unreal ("It can't really happeri,,an it?").
Thc 1986 figures I have seen give the present world population at a little
over 5 billion. At the present annual increase of 1.7%, this 5 billion would
double to ,0 billion in just 41 years. Population size and increase is a threat-
ening factor in a number of the "immediate" realities listed aboveair
pollution, water shortage, decrease in arabk land, and death by malnutrition
and starvation.

Summary: Of Concern m the Future

The immediate concerns listed above w ill obviously continue into the
future, some additional concerns, however, must be addressed in the next
10-50 years. These include:

1. continued overloading of our atmosphere Vi, ith carb 'on dioxide and
CFCs, resulting in the tragic outcomes of the greenhome effect and
a more extensive and permanent ozone hole; and

2. continued destruction of our world's lam forests, resulting in a
steady loss of plant and animal species to the point of threatening
human health and survival.

With Our Universe as Context

We live in a changing and :hanged world. In part, the change comes
from the growing understan...tug of our unix ersc through new discoveries.
In part it comes from the insensitive abuse of our resources. As citizens of
this universe, and as professional help givers, we must Wire to grips not
only with the changes we hae invoked but also with the human conse-
quences of those changes. The remainder of this chapter addresses these
changes and their implications.

A Final Comment

It is distressing to note that my comments about what is happening to
our environment arc almost uniformly negan \ e. This is depressing. I wish

16
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it were less so, but the sources on which I have depended are of recent date,
1986-1989. So I fear that I have been reporting a set of current realities. I
have writtcn here with both sadness and anger, whereas my mood in writing
on our enormously complex but smooth-t tinning universe was that of ex-
citement and exuberance! My anger is at the major damage done during
the years 1980-88, when conservation movements to protect our resources

allowed to wither away or were actively killed for political reasons.

Loneliness

We have all known loneliness. It affects the elderly, the young, the
poor, the comfortable, men and women. It can be found in the ghettos and
in 5-acre zoning. Mother Ter.-..;:a (1988, p. 85) spoke to it:

I have seen the starving, but in your country, I have seen a:1 even greater
hunger, and that is the hunger to he loved. No p;ace in all of my travels
have I seen such loneliness as I have seen in poverty and affluence in
America.

If loneliness seems to be a common denominator of our time, we must also
acknowledge that the experience of loneliness is not the same for all people.
It is experienced acutely by those least equipped to combat it, the young,
the elderly, and the poor. And it leaws its mark in trigic ways, through
adokscent suicide, drugs and crime, teenage pregnancy of epidemic pro-
portions, the withering away of hope. In their extensive and scholarly
examination of the problem, Peplau and Perlman (1982, p. 143) observed,
"Lonely people often feel worthless, incompetent, and tmlovable. Indeed
the link between severe loneliness and low self-esteem is one of the most
consistent findings in loneliness research."

Lona_ ss is a growing problem in our society. As the population
continues to shift more and More toward urban areas, the East and Wcst
Coasts, and the Sun Belt, increasing numbers of people pull up their roots
and separate from family and friends in search of a better and more com-
fortable life. The transitory nature of our population is not the only source
of this rew disengagement. The continuing erosion of marital/family ties
has maintained itself for two decades as the divorce rate continues to climb.
All too often, the result is isolation of children, parents, and thc elderly.
But loneliness also affects some far more than others. There is evidence to
suggcst that adolescents are more susceptible than any other age group,
contributing to a sense of isolation, redu -ed self-worth, poor achievement,
powerlessness, and victimization. The reader may wish to read McWhirter's
(1990) excellent review of the literature on loneliness and its effects.

Closely assoclted with loneliness is a sense of social and emotional
isolation. Weiss (1975) described emotional isolation as the absence of an
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attachment figure and social isolation as the absence of an accessible social
network. Minorities, the elderly, and the new wave of immigrants arc
particularly susceptible to isolation. Its effects are felt in schools, neigh-
borhoods, and communities. And, with the increasing inability of social
programs to cope with these conditions, we have reason to expect that the
effects of loneliness and isolation will worsen.

Drugs and Other Crippling Dependencies

Drugs and other dependencies such as television, spectator sports, or
easy credit affect the lives of everyone in the United States. This need to
fill the void in our lives is a pursuit that only disappoints. We cannot numb
ourselves to life without losing more than we gain. We cannot acquire and
thus fill the void. Our society, the young, the productive, the old, are
searching for something that the culture does not provide.

Perhaps the oldest dependency is greed. Much has been written about
how we have become a society consumed by greed. Excesses in the stock
market, leveraged buyouts, and unconsc onable graft in federal programs
Intended to help the poor arc headline grabbers. But greed also shows itself
in the everyday life of Americans through excessive aquisition and con-
sumption (luxury cars, gold chains, expensive leather jackets), the cat-and-
mouse game we play with the IRS, and the overextension of means as
evidenced by increasing personal debt and bankrupcy claims. If you don't
feel good, go shopping. Buy now, pay later. What you need is a "pick-
me-up." Unfortunately, our society needs much more than that.

The Change in Family Patterns

A variety of family patterns abound. Many are weakening as the result
of high family mobility, the fragility of the husband-wife relationship, one-
parent families, two working parents, decreased attention to parenting, large
curriculum-based schools, and abuse of children and spouses. There is much
that has changed in the American family, our most honored institution.
Women arc waiting longer to marry; there was a three-fold Increase in the
number of unmarried cohabitating young couples between 1970 and 1983;
by 1982, 51% of all married women worked outside the home, and that
number continues to grow, 19% of American households with children
under 18 are single-parent households (Thornton & Freedman, 1983 , pp.
3-4). The Children's Defense Fund has released appalling state-by-state
figures that reveal overwhelming problems with the number of babies born
out of wedlock or to teens, the number of preschool children whose mothers
work out of the home, and the number of children living in poverty, all
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of which shows that even in our most affluent states. the problems are
severe (Children's Defense Fund, 1988 ). Statistics such as these have a
paradoxical effect: They numb rather than sensitize us to the plight of the
American family.

But we begin to move beyond statistics to reality when we talk about
changing American values, the erosion of the American dream that one can
rise from poverty to success, the increasing social problems of the American
educational system, and the dilemmas of homelessness, substance abuse,
and violent crime, all of which have touched every American hamlet. What
is the reason we face such enormous social problems in these ebbing days
of the 20th century? Most scholars, social commentators, and ordinary
Americans will point to changes in the structure of the American family.

The Changed Role of Women

As a social phenomenon, few changes have had a more visible, and,
in some cases, resistant response thin the changing role of Amencan women.
In part this is due to the speed with which this change has occurred. In our
200-year history, more change has occurred in the past 20 years for women
than in the previous 180 years. For example, in August of' 1989, the U.S.
Military Academy (West Point) announced that the new Captain of Cadets,
the highest ranking cadet at the Academy, would be a woman. Less than
a generation earlier, the first woman was admitted to West Point, amid
much speculatior that wonwn would never last at the Academy. Prior to
World War II, th,. most popular occupation of American women was
"housewife." The war changed all that. As men left the factories to enter
military service, women filled their jobs It was the beginning of women's
entry into the labui force, an entry that has led to lasting and profound
effects on the American way of life.

In the past generation women have assumed roles equal to men's in
much of the labor market, in part as a result of their skills and ability, and
in part out of the necessity for many families to have two wage earners in
order to maintain a reasonable stand -ird of living. Lest this increasing op-
portunity for employment be misunderstood, it should bc noted that women
still are paid significantly less than men in equivalent jobs, are discriminated
against in promotion to positions of leadership, and remain the target of
much sexual and social harassment in the marketplace.

We are a different nation today. We have women governors, con-
gresswomen and senators, ministers, scientists, athletes, and even sports
reporters in the present generation of adults. Only one generation earlier,
women were being coaxed to seek careers as nurses, teachers, or secretaries.
Indeed, there is now a crisis in these career paths resulting from the drain
of women to more lucrative professions.
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These changes have not been witlmut then- eons( quene es, both for
women and f.or Our culture It is not easy to be a woman today The new
"rules- are vague, the consequences often are a blend of satisfaction and
punishment. The choke to be a homemaker is not nearly as easily made as
It was in the past The coneein, ce en guilt, that many women experience
in shar.ng their child-rearing responsibilities with d..y -care centers, relatives,
or babysitters is part of the eiwerging neurosis of modern-day society.
Women have giuneu much, but at considerable cost.

This observation suggests one further dimension of the changing role
of womea, the degree to which ments roles have changed or adapted.
Obvious changes bae e been mandated by affirmative action and equal op-
portunity guidelm:s. But, in a larger sense, ments rok . have neither ac-
commodated nor benefited to the extent one might reasonably expect from
such a profound social phenomenon Wc hae c already spoken of resistance
to women's changing roles, partieularly in areas where ee omen have been
less represented. Change has been slow and rarely eoluntary. Potential
benefits arc to be derived fr, m the impact of these e hanging roles as well.
Yet, male roles have not reflee ted a signif.. mt movement tow ard a more
androgynous state as female roles ha e e mewed toe\ ard androgyny

The MI:dia, Especially Television, Have Changed Our World

When one talks about the media, the kw ere% helmmg tendency is to
focus on television, and w ith good Louse. In the crnacular of the industry,
television became the -electronic media,- and included not only the major
networks, but also the ast cable teleeision entel prise, and the connee tion
ot -he home tele% ision set to tac distant computer SO that the Mel" can either
retrieve computer-generated information on demand, or both send and
retrieve information in an inte;,..elve dialogue with the computer (Donnelly ,
1986, pp. 12( -127). But the media also include the increasingly consolidated
paint medium, w hich has become global in ownership and impact. We have
cable networks using newspap,:r formatsmd daily newspapers using tele-
vision formats. With the merger of Time, Inc and Warner Communica-
tions, the United States now has a corporation that controls daily newspapers,
weekly and monthly magazines, major television stations, table network.,,
and film producing companies. It is the paragon of w hat the media industry
can become, both in terms of efficiency of operation and effectiveness of
control, And it is the matter of control that has long concerned our society .

The media have a dramatic effect on our modern world, bringing
people and their problems closer together, globally and nationally. This
fact was driven home during the Vietnam War, when battle scenes of the
day appeared on TV screens in living rooms and family rooms. Reportedly,
these TV presentations had more impact on public reactions to the war than
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any other scurce, including the President of the United States. They literally
divided our populace into hawks and doves, liberals and conservatives.
Television also influences our political system Robert Bellah (1989), author
and sociologist. observed:

Part of the f roblem is television. It has such a powerful way of presenting
immediate images that u tempts the politician to go for whatever will
have the most impact. That really corrupts the electorate into thinkmg
about voting only in terms of the most short-term interests or fears.
(p. 281)

In his book on the new communications technology, William J. Don-
nelly (1986, p. 28) observed that "television rapidly became our primary
medium of information, discussion, entertainment, and self-reflection, and
consequently it has determined to a great extent our social and cultural
values." This, too, is a serious concern for our society. Whereas much
television in other parts of the world is devoted to state propaganda, in
America, most television serves the advertisers. The most frightening thing
about TV in our country is the number of hours per day or per week
children, young people. and adults spend in front of the "medium." Thc
portrayal of human relationships, the normalizing of vioknce, the monop-
olizing of imagination, and the mfiltranon and consumption of our private
creative "mind-space" all are potential effects of the media mentality. The
result is an infiltration of social values ai,d attitudes in w hich TV becomes
the most effective social teacher of character and v alms, kav mg link control
to home, church, or school.

Global Interdependence

It has been said that the year 1943 marked the beginning for the United
States as the 20th-century world economic leader. Caught in he midst of
World War II, our factories were working 24 hours a day, producing the
hardware, airplanes, guns, ships, and vehicles, that would be necessary to
begin the final push in Africa, Europe, and the Pacific Basin. That pro-
ductivity, p -tired with the fact that ours was the only major economy that
suffered no destruction from the war, gave the United States a head start
on the postwar recovery. From 1946 until the mid-1960s, the Unit,d States
was the unquestioned cconomic leader in the world community.

What was no, as dpparent was that other countries were quietly ai i
efficiently making strides toward competitive positions with the American
economy. First, it was Germany, Great Britain, and the other Northern
European nations; then Japan began to stake its claim. More recently, nations
of the Pacific Rim, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Australia, and Malasia,
have entered the economic picture with a combination of an inexpensive
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and almost inexhaustible labor force, paired with new more efficient fac-
tories and a will to compete in the world economy.

The fact that our economic perspcc nye had changed from that of world
leader to co-compente was driven home for many Americans with thc
stock market crash of October, 1987. Not only did the U.S markets crash,
but other major stock markets around the world, in London, Frankfurt,
Paris, Tokyo. Hong Kong, and Sidney, crashed as w;11. Following the
crash, the recoveries of those markets sccm not only to parallel but also to
influence onc another in dramatic ways. As an example, the "money mar-
ket- begins each day with reports on how the U.S. dollar is faring against
the ycn in Tokyo. the deutsche mark in Frankfurtand the pound sterling
in London. If the Nikkei (Tokyo) stock market has a particularlygood day,
or a particularly bad day. the ripple effect is felt throughout the European
comimmity and the American stock market.

Why is this so and what are the implications? The deceptively simple
answer is that nations arc no longer separate entities Europeans and Asians
own major portions of each other's and of Americ..11 economies, including
real estate. corporations. and research institutes Man) foreign corporations
arc doing what the United Statcs has long donebuilding factories on U S.
soil. The clear implication, and perhaps this is the part with which Amer-
icans have not yet come to gripsis that we arc no longer autonomous
We can no longer make decisions without taking into consideration their
impact in other parts of the w orld, for if we do not, the economic boom-
erang will return. Furthermore, if s c do not participate in aiding the eco-
nomic development of the Third World, their economies will become the
dead weight that w ill drag down our ow n and other world ;Tonomies. In
an economic sense at least, %4 e have become interdependent, whether we
like it or not.

Our interdependence is 'lot only economic The rapidity of the spread
of AIDS from Africa to othcr countries, the impact of the greenhouse effect,
the growth of the drug culture, all suggest just how interdependent we
have grown. It is also true that the world's problems arc our problems. and
our problems affect other moons. This w as dramatically evident in the
death of Congressman Mickcy Leland (Democrat of Texas) while on a
mercy mission to a refugee camp in Ethopia in mid-August. 1989 His
obituary in the Neu, York 'Irmo (August 14, 1989, p. D-9) described how
his critics in Congress a.--1 in Houston had attacked him earlier as 'too
liberal [suggesting] that he should concentrate on the hungry peoply in the
Umted States before he tackled the problems of Africa." His response was,
"I am as much a citizen of this world as 1 am of my country. To hcll with
those people who arc critical of what I am able to do to help save people's
lives. I don't mean to sound hokey but 1 grew up on a Christian cthir which
says we are supposed to help the least of our brothers.-

:
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Changes in Conventional Morality

If Americans are somewhat unaware of the changes toward a global
economy, there is no question of our awareness of changes in conventional
morality. The reality has been driven home in our neighborhoods, in our
schools, and in our community, state, and national politics. There is a new
sense of what is moral and ethical, and many Americans do not like what
they see. Much of this new morality has a distinctly economic tinge to it.
In our inner-city neighborhoods, the new economy is drugs. Young chil-
dren are discovering that they can "hold" or "carry" d:ugs for pushers for
8100 or more a mght. Adolescents who have no economic hopes can turn
to selling drugs on a scale that provides them % lth up to SI ,000 a day in
profits. They can buy the gold chains, the fashion clothes, the fancy au-
tomobiles that previously were the domain of only the Yuppies and the
older wealth of this country. "Just say NO" loses it,- effect under such
economic pressures. Unfortunately, many conventional values also lose
their effect under this pressure The old truism that when economic values
and other values clash, the economic values w ill usually win is dramatically
played out in the neighborhood drug scene.

Change in ethical and moral behavior is evident far beyond the neigh-
borhood. The barrage of ethical/moral misconduct is reflected daily in our
newspapers and television news. Stories of misconduct List for weeks and
months as the drama of high-level manipulation of the stock markets, the
conduct of governmental agencies, and the management of private cor-
porations unfold before our awareness. The relentless barrage numbs us to
the issue, normalizes the worst of behaviors, and lulls us into a ioinplKen cy
about public and private morality The old tuner's question, "What's be-
coming of this world?" produces lamentations, but few real answ ers

Changes in Ethnic Minority Status

A profound social change has been taking place in Anwrwan cities
during the past decaik. In many cities, ethnic minorities ha% c become ethnic
majorities. At the same time multiple ethnic groups, as opposed to a single
ethnic group, have emerged as political forces. The increased immigranor.
of Hispanics in certain regions of the country, as well as growing immi-
gration of Asian refugees seeking political and economic safety, has chmged
the ethnic social concept from Black/Caucasian to, in Jese Jackson's words,
a "Rainbow Coalition Not only do we have the long-standing effort to
raise Black minority status to that of equal opportunity, but now we also
must address difficult social and political complexities in communities VI, ht_rc
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Puerto Ricans begin to mtnumber Blacks, or where;Vietnamese become a
significantly large minority ro justify curnculum adaptation by public schools.
Consequently, the minority picture is vastly different than it was in 1954
or in 1963, when major social efforts to address ethnic minority issues were
initiated.

Poverty and Homelessness

A new term has emerged in the 1980s, "the working poor." Behind
that deceptively innocent expression lies a dramatic social change in Amer-
ica. Since the days of the Great Depression, poverty has been synonymous
with unemployment. Today, social and economic changes are producing a
social class system more like that of America's European antecedents than
the system envisioned by the idealism that led to the establishment of a
"new world." This revolution fosters many myths and misconceptions,
further complicating our efforts to respond in helpful ways. Two thirds of
the poor people in this country are White (Moyers, 1989, p. 81), yet most
depictions of poverty are presented as inner-city minority problems Many
of the homeless arc employed and living in small towns all over America,
yet hornekssness is cast as a problem of major cities. The scene of destitute
derelicts existing in New York's Grand Central Station is mort: likely to
be portrayed in the evening news than the family living out of a station
wagon in the suburbs of Des Moines.

Growing numbers of Americans are caught in the disparity between
the increasing cost of 11% mg (housing, food, fuel) and the decreasing demand
for nontechnical labor: One contributor to this change is the fact that the
postindustrial revolution is less accommodating of a nontechnical, "hlue-
collar" work force. These changes are also reflected in changed psycholog-
ical perceptions of Americans. The traditional concept of a middle class and
a working class is changing. Tom Wolfe (1989. p. 64), author and journalist,
noted this change with the observation, "1 tk as amu ,sel when one of the
surveys taken after the Repubhcan National Con% entwn (in 1988) asked
respondents to identify themselves by social classmd eighty-five percent
said they were puddle class." With this much identity to the so-called
"middle class," it may bc easier to understand our inability to relate to
poverty and homelessness.

Unfortunately that understanding does not help those most trapped
in the vise. Thr Children's Defens.: Fund (1988) released data that reflect
this growing cancer.

Of every 100 children born In 1988. 13 will be born to teenage mothers.
15 wII be born into households where no parent is employed, 15 will be
born into households with a working parent earning a below-poverty
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wage; and 25 will be on welfare at some point prior to adulthood. In
New York City in September, 1987, 12,000 homeless children were shel-
tered, more than the total number of homeless single men and women
combined. Denver, Detroit, Louisville and St. Paul all reported increases
in two-parent homeless families in 1985, primarily due to lack of jobs.

(pp. iv, 5)

Our social service agencies, schools, and welfare systeni are overwhelmed
by thc effects of this problem. The states are calling for help from the federal
government at the same time the federal governnient is cutting back to
reduce budget deficits. Under such circJmstances, the tendency of some is
to declare the problem unsolvable, but we cannot long survive with this
response to our national problems.

AIDS and Its Effects on Personal Relationships

Western civilization has seen many life-threatening epidemics, includ-
ing scarlet fever, yellow fever, tuberculosis, and polio. But no epidemic
has had the wide-ranging inipact of the acquired immune deficiency syn-
drome, or AIDS. It has revolutionized social relationships, changed sexual
practices from implied ritualistic interactions to overt, contractual under-
standings, altered social rules about advertising, and profoundly affected
the health care professic as. Virtually every American has been touched by
the AIDS crisis, in ways ranging from knowing an AIDS victim to receiving
dental care with latex gloves. Our society lias been transformed by this
dilemma.

The impact is yet to be measured, for social change is best left to the
historian's assessment. However, immediate social, educational, and inter-
personal consequences result from efforts to minimize the AIDS epidemic.
As a start, we must acknowledge that as of this writing, there is no known
vaccination or antidote for the AIDS virus. Thus, our efforts are restricted
to prevention, education, and health management while medical researt tiers
attempt to find clues to the larger problem of controlling AIDS.

The parameters of the problem, as it affects counseling, involve med-
ical, interpersonal, psychological, and spiritual dimensions. Medical Issues
include advocacy for AIDS-afflicted clients, as well as interpretation of
alternatives to clients. Interpersonal issues involve both AIDS-afflicted and
nonafflicted clients in the general population. Family issues, social (dating)
issues, and the broad landscape of peer rebtionships are all interpersonal
dimensions that will be part of the counselor's domain. A psychological
area not well understood is the potential for AIDS-induced dementia. It is
estimated that 90% of AIDS patients show evidence of the AIDS virus in
their brain at thc time of death, and that up to 25% show evidence of
neurological change (Navia, Jordan, & Pricc, 1986; Navia & Price, 1987).
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Kam (1989) presented an exhaustive examination of the impact of AIDS
on the practice of counseling in his book, No Longer Immune, A Counselor's
Guide to AIDS. He projected the following implications of the AIDS crisis
for counseling in the 1990s:

1. Counselors will see the number of AIDS cases continue to increase
by as much as a mi:lion new cases by 1995.

2. Counselors will face an increasmg number of infected infants and
children.

3. Revisions will be needed in the nation's programs of providing
health services.

4. Counselors will be needed to minister to the inner city as it becomes
plagued by the AIDS epidemic.

5. Counselors will see AIDS become a significant legal issue.
6. New counselors and health professionals will be needed to take the

place of health professionals exhausted and depleted by their work
with the epidemic.

7. Hospice will become more recognized as a preferred way of caring
for people with AIDS.

8. Compassion will be greatly needed as a counseling condition (pp.
20-24)

The Greying of America

The older generation (65 to 85 + ) is a substantial political and financial
factor in our society. Census estimates for 1988 indicated that 29.2 million
Americans fell within the 65 and over age group. Furthermore, its size is
increasing. Though there were only 500,000 men and women over age 85

in 1950, by thc year 2000, it is estimated that there will be over 5,100,000
over age 85. Their influence will be felt in the delivery of medical care, in

the media and advertising industries, in the requirements for community
and social services, and even in the structure of families. Federal, state, and
community governments and local school boards will feel the weight of
their vote.

With this rather startling shift in our population, counseling profes-
sionals will feel many demands. We will be the respoudents both to the
growing elderly and to those affected by this growing population. Our
sense of understanding, compassion, and resourcefulness will be taxed Well
beyond our present experience. Our need to advocate, mediate, and educe^
will help define our role and function.
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Change and Its Implications

As we review these many changes in our society, we may conie away
with a sense of urgency, depression, mission, or defeat. The problems
inherent in these changes will call upon all of our resources, both personal,
professional, and economic. One thing is clear. We cannot walk away from
them. We cannot deny their existence and their effect upon us or future
generhtions.

One obvious conclusion that can be drawn is tliat many if not most
of these problems are interwoven with one another. Drugs, family patterns,
the media, changes in morality, the plight of the Inner city, AIDS, home-
lessness, teenage pregnancyall areinterrelated. All are part of a larger
gestalt. Solutions must also be interrelated, reflecting the interdependence
of all elements of society, and indeed, of our planet. No longer do national
bord.. _ or ethnic groups confine the problems of society. We must begin
to think more in terms of community in its largest sense.

In this new reality, the interaction of educatIonal systems, health sys-
tems, and economic systems will have a major role to play. And they, in
turn, will affect the task of the contemporary counselor. The three chapters
that follow will address these forces. In chapier 2, Cecil and Cobia examine
educational challenge and educational change. Robinson and Roth explore
the health needs our nation faces in chapter 3. And, in chapter 4, Hoyt
develops the relationship between counseling and the w orld of work. Fi-
nally, in chapter 5, these several topi c.. are brought into an integration of
implications and soothsaymg.
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Jean H. Cecil and Debra C. Cobia

Education has played a crucial role in the development of this nation.
It has been instrumental in bringing the ideals of democracy to a diverse
people, both through curriculum design and example. The part pablic ed-
ucation plays is unique; nowhere in the worlu has there been an institution
conceptualized and implemented in quite the same way. Yet education, and
morc specifically public education, has been and continues to be assailed
from many sources. Business, government, parents, and hosts of blue-
ribbon boards, commissions, and committees have found fault with public
education and have proposed both innoYative and tnne-w orn remedies for
change.

The Status of Education

That "public confidence in education is at a disastrously low ebb"
(Gelatt, 1983, p. 182) is an opinion shared by many, including the framers
of the education reform reports of the past decade (Carnegie Forum on
Education mnd the Economy, 1986; Hunter-Gault, Kurtzc, Howe, & Love,
1985; Naisbitt, 1982; National Commission on Excellence in Education,
1983; William T. Grant Foundation Commission on Work, Family and
Citizenship, 1988). Whenever tumultuous social change is experienced, such
as is presently the ca,.e, dissatisfaction with existing institutions grows.
Thus, the current status of education may be view ed as reflective of the
vast changes that are trarzforming our culture (Pulhas, 1982; Thomas, 1982,
Wilson & Rotter, 1982). Revolutionary social change brings with it conflict
among peoples and polarization of thought. On the one hand are groups
whose efforts arc directed to protecting that which they have knownthe
old and familiarwhether or not it be workable. Others, convinced that
existing institutions are unresponsive, advocate radical change, new ways
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of thinking, and the eventual evolution of a very different and adaptive
culture that encompasses a worldview (Ferguson, 1980, Gdatt, 1983, Tof-
fler, 1980). The former wish to make changes within the existing structure.
The latter pronounce education obsolete. Neither is catisfied with the status
quo.

Toffler (1980) identified ours as a Third Wave society, beginning in
the 1950s, and having been preceded in kitory by two other periods, in-
dustrial and agrarian. Industrialization is being replaced by information
processing and technological advances that place enormous strains on both
social and political institutions, as well as on economic sy,terns. The nation
is staggered by both the volume and direction of social change. Over-
whelmed by repeated incidence of violence, child abuse and neglect, erosion
of the nuclear family, the AIDS epidemic, mounting income inequality,
and rampant substance abuse, citizens search for explananons or cures for
social unrest, and schools quickly become targeted. Alarming as conditions
in schools may be, schools are but a microcosm of what exists in the larger
society. They tooire caught in the transition. Unfortunatdy, their reaction
has been characterized by confusion, slownessind absence of vision. Con-
sensus on the mission of schools is yet to be attained.

Criticism of Education and Schools

Specific critiusms of education arc numerous. Most of the education
reform reports have dealt with the tremendous financial Lss an uneducated
or undereducated youth pose for the nation. Concern ha., been expressed
that high school students are ill-prepaad for college, and that even those
who are college educated are 111-equipped to function well in a technological
society (Carnegie Forum, 1986, National Commission on Ecellence). Schools
have been criticized both for lack of rigor (Natioiul Commission on Ex-
cellence), and lack of flexibility (William T. Grant Foundation, 1988). As
happens with such reports, the concerns expressed and the solutions pro-
posed reflect the vested interests of those who have coin mi.,sioned the work.
Aubrey (1984, 1985), in his reviews of the reform reports, aptly criticized
their lack of comprehensiveness. Specifically, he denounced. (a) the focus
on the triad of teacher-student-subject matter and the narow definition of
school learning that triad encompasses, (b) the advocation of a single cur-
riculum for all, without appropriate recognition of the concomitant prob-
lems with school dropouts and pushouts, (c) the practice of evaluating school
success solely in terms of test scores, (d) the inadequate representation of
those most involved with education (educators, pupils, and parents) on the
commissions, and, (c) the tendency to define leadership narrowly in terms
of principalship.

Concerns rel.tted to the quality of education in American schools have
not been limited to groups preparing reform reports. Many social scientists
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and minority groups have long consider,:d schools to be a bastion of middle-
class ethnocentric bias that operates to inhibit upward mobility (Fuchs, 1969,
Valdivieso, 1986). Others (Aubrey, 1973; Bilik & Blum, 1989; Kehas, 1965;
Pullias, 1982; Schwartz, 1969) have concluded that the internal distribution
of power and authority in schools robs teachers, counselors, and students
of self-et :m, creativity, and motivation Corporate or management mod-
els, adopted by many school administrators, impose an intrusive, top-down,
oligarchic style that fosters dependency, passivity, and low morale. Such
work settings do not attract independent, involved, and confident individ-
uals. The purpose or mission of schools is believed by some to be confused
or ill-defined (Gelatt, 1983; Hungerford, 1982; Pullias). Pulhas described
confusion in basic belief aud philosophy as central to the crisis in education.
He contended that many have lost faith in Judeo-Christian principles, which
have served as a basis for our civilization, and, without an alternative, have
adopted fanatical and unreasonable beliefs. However, a recently published
analysis of a series of surveys (Rokeach & Ball-Rokeach, 1989) resulted in
the finding that American value priorities remained markedly stable through
the period of 1968-1981.

The Challetig,

In view of the voluminous criticism leveled at education and schools
within the past two decades, few would question the necessity for schools
to change or for education to make greater contributions to society . How-
ever, education cannot be made a scapegoat for all that is ill with society
(Carroll, 1985). Crises offer both danger and opportunity (Pulhas, 1982).
"Leadership assumes conflict and competition" (Paul, 1982, p. 539). Lead-
ers, including those in education, must face the challenge, and, with renewed
energy and vision, seek the necessary knowledge to structure schools in
ways that provide equity and greater reley ance for the nation's children and
youth.

The Evolving Role and Function of Counselors in Schools

The current condition of education poses an interesting framework
from which to view the evc. iution of the counselor's role in schools. Guid-
ance and counseling programs came into existence in thc early part of this
century in response to a social need, "to meet the manpower demands of
the industrial revolution and the urbanization of our society" (Stripling,
1983, p. 206). The placement of school graduates and dropouts, particularly
the thousands of immigrants settling in cities in the Northeast, in appropriate
vocations became a function of the schools. As the g.ndance model broad-
ened, vocational education, heavily dependent on psychometrics for stature

3 1
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and direction, developed in the nation's secondary schools and was sup-
ported by governmental legislation. The U.S. Office of Education en-
couraged state education agencies to have guidance supervisors, who worked
in conjunction with trainers from colleges and universities, to introduce
guidance concepts to teachers in schools. E.G. Williamson exerted consid-
erable influence on the guidance movement ..)y introducing a systematic,
directive, counselor-centered approach to working with students in edu-
cational and vocational planning. Throughout these decades, persons per-
forming guidance functions in schools were teachers (often referred to as
guidance teachers) who obtained specialized training through in-service ed-
ucation activities, and whose primary function dealt with gathering, ma-
lyzmg, and synthesizing information that would facilitate IA ise occupational
choices by students (Gladding, 1988; Myrick; 1987).

The post-World War 11 era brought dramatic change. Counselor ed-
ucation programs were swiftly established in colleges and universities, and
formal training became a part of the certification requirements for school
counselors m most states Carl Rogers's chent-centered therapy became a
major influence in counselor training programsind the focus shifted from
the practical guidancc concepts of choice to the more esoteric ideals of
facilitating holistic grow, th of individuals through the counseling process.
With an almost seductive influence, chent-centered therapy per% aded coun-
selor education. It was still the dominant concentration of most programs
when the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) v1/4, as passed, following
the launching of Sputnik 1 by the Soviet Union.

NDEA was designed to identify academically talented students and to
promote their development, particularly in the disciplines of science and
mathematics. Governmental support was madc available for establishing
and promoting systematic guidaike, counselingind testing programs in
schools and for preparing teachers, through counselor education programs,
to become counselors to staff those programs. Support w as extended in
1964 to include elementary schuol counseling, the number of school coun-
selors had grown to over 30,000 by 1965 (Gladdmg, 1988).

Counseling, especially within 'he Rogenan mode, received greater em-
phasis in thc academic preparation of NDEA counselors than had been
characteristic of programs before that ume lila, Rogerian theory v1/4, as both
incomplete and deceptively simple. Hundreds of nc NN ly prepared counselors
returned to school settings steeped in "unconditional positive regard All

too frequently, they held ill-formed notions of dev eloping school programs
responsive to the total school population and of implementing the necessary
guidance services demanded of a well-functioning program. Whereas some
school counselors overcame these difficulties with innovation, professional
renewal, and further academic training, others did not. Many persisted in
extensive individual work with a few students while essentially retreating
into isolation from broad involvement w ith the total school program. 0th-
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ers, alienated from their teacher colleagues, identified with their school
administraors and relinquished their professional roles to become pseu-
doadministrators.

Late 1960s and Beyond

The social unrest of the 19665 has had a lasting influence on the attitudes
of many, including those most directly involved with education and schools.
In the 1960s and 1970s, schools witnessed an upsurge in the popularity of
behaviorism and the application of external rewards as inet'iods of teaching,
dealing with problem children, and shaping the behavior and attitudes of
students. At about the same time, the professional hteratc re began to ques-
tion counselor effectiveness, with guidance (school) counselors being cen-
sured for not only not helping but doing damage to their ilients (Carkhuff
& Berenson, 1967). Dissatisfaction mounted among couuselor educators
with attempts to teach teachers to be counselors, the implication being that
to do so was to make school counseling a specialization of the teaching role
when teaching experience tended to be dysfunctional to eounse:ing perfor-
mance (Kehas & Morse, 1970, 1971).

Rapid social change was accompanied by the adoption of corpora:s:
model by school administrators, w Inch has served to severdy erode collegial
authority and joint responsibility in schools and colleges (Aubrey, 1973;
Bilik & Blum, 1989, Naisbitt, 1982) As the management model was in-
creasingly embraced by school administrators, systemwide counselor su-
pervisors were replaced by coordinators, many of w horn possessed neither
training nor interest in school counseling (Bradley, 1988, Cecil, Comas, &
Cecil, 1987; Schmidt & Barret, 1983). Freedom was further curtailed by a
decade of accountability (Sweeney, 1979), with unprecedented demands for
school counselors to provide evidence of guidance progiam effectiveness

Through the 1970s and into the present, the changes in the larger society
have been and continue to be mirrored in ...tudent populations. "Young
people are now confronted by a host of opportunities, decisions, and con-
flicts that past generations have never known" (M,, rick, 1987, p. 16). To
an ever-increasing degree, schools are peopled with the unsupervised dill-
dren of working parents, children from single-parent homes, pregnant teen-
agers, drug and alcohol abusers, and juvenile delinquents. Poverty,
homelessness, and minority group status further complicate conditions.
Dropout rates are high, even among students who are not failing school
subjects (Children's Defense Fund, 1988; Myrick). Symptoms of"boredom,
low self-esteem, and lack of motivation (Children's Defense Fund, p
afflict both the urban rich and poor. These are some of the children with
whom school counselors work, and many do so with large overloads and
meager administrative support.

As these factors have interacted to reduce interest in school counseling,
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the American Association for Counseling and Development (AACD) has
moved to promote licensure, establish a national registry, and implement
accreditation for counselor preparation programs in efforts to bring greater
credibility to the counseling profession (Sweeney, 1979). Despite these ef-
forts, many state education agencies have failed to recognize the professional
association as an effective force, choosing instead to equate school counselors
with guidance teachers and holding to certification standards for school
counselors that are far weaker than the standards adopted by the profession.
Thus, many counselors working in school settings do so with legitimate
but inferior credentials (Hubbard & Paisley, 1988).

The American School Counselor Asfociation (ASCA) has developed
role statements for school counselors that emphasize comrthensive, cur-
riculum-based programs that employ developmental principles, focus on
prevention, and include the total school population and the community
served. The success with which such programs have been implemented is
questionable, however. A recent survey (Tennyson, Miller, Skovholt, &
Williams, 1989) found that Minnesota secondary school counselors were
not integrating developmental principles into school programs, instead,
their focus was on individual counseling and assisting students with sched-
ules. Hutchinson and Reagan (1989) reported results of a survey of Indiana
high school seniors in which students had no clear perception of distinctions
between the roles of principals, teachers, and counselors Rowe (1989) sur-
veyed entcrmg freshmen at Brigham Young Uniersity concerning whom
they had sought out, as high school seniors, to discuss post-high school
plans, and found that counselors had been sparsely involved and had infre-
quently initiated contact with students. In efforts to determine the status of
secondary school guidance, Peer (1985) surveyed state directors of guidance
in state departments of education and obtained a 74% response rate. Among
the concerns expressed were counselor role abuse, program design and
administration, and underdeli% cry of career guidance, group guidance, and
group counseling.

The review of studies such as these provides evidential support that
the role and function of counseiors in schools has remamcd essentially static
for 20 or more years, and that, as a professional group, school eounselors
have displayed unusual and persistent resistance to change. -

The Need for Change in Education

The extent to which the citizenry draws relationships between the
quality of education and conditions in society is exemplified by the follow ing
quotation.

Youths who by agc 18 have du. wcakest reading and mathematics skills,
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when compared to those with above-average basic skills, are eight times
more likely to bear children out of wedlock, nine timcs more likely to
drop out of school before graduation, five times morc likely to be out of
work, and four times more likely to be on public assistance. (Children's
Defense Fund, 1988, p. 6)

Even when dissatisfaction with education is profound, there exists within
the nation hope that deficiencies will be corrected, appropriate changes will
be implemented, and survival of public schools will be assured. Goodlad's
(1983) observation that should schools be dismantled they would soon be
rebuilt seems prophetic.

A number of themes have developed in the treatises of those who have
most carefully considered the status and future of education. These extend
beyond the rather narrow economic-laden concepts projected in the reform
reports, tend to be more holistic and more inclusive in nature, and, gen-
erally, dcal with attempts to restructure schools in ways that are more
responsive to the needs of society. Chief among them are: (a) revision of
the purpose or goals of education and schools (Emans, 1981; Gclatt, 1983;
Goodlad, 1976; Pullias, 1982; Schwartz, 1969); (b) movement from cen-
tralization to decentralization and shared leadership (Aubrey, 1973; Bilik &
Blum, 1989; Gelatt; Hays, I980a; Naisbitt, 1982; Schwartz; Wayson, Mitch-
ell, Pinnell, & Landis, 1988); (c) developing better methods of coping with
and helping stuecnts to cope with transitions (Hcrr, Lewis, & McDonough,
1983; O'Dell & Eisenberg, 1989; Shapiro & Bernadett-Shapiro, 1985); (d)
modifying the role of teacher to that of facilitator of learning, as opposed
to information-giver (Hulse, 1985; Johnson & Gilliland, 1987; Shapiro &
Bc-nadett-Shapiro; Uniansky & Hollaway, 1984); (e) restructuring school
environments to be more growth-provoking, supportive, democratic, and
incluSive (Dobson, Campbell, & Dobson, 1982; Fuchs, 1969; Jackson &
Hornbeck, 1989; Pullias; Schwartz); and (f) promoting study and research
that is long-term and process-oriented (Prilleltensky, 1989; Pulhas; Stewart
& Healy, 1989). These themes are not mutually exclusive, but, instead,
overlap and Anteract, one with the other, to produce a new concept of
education and vibrant and exciting schools. In fact, the Phi Delta Kappa
study (Wayton et al., 1988) found most, if not all, of these principles in
operation in "excellent" schools.

Purpose of Education

As change from an industrialized to an information society takes place,
the long-held goals of the materialistic "American dream" and the "Prot-
estant work ethic" hold less value for self-definition. Relationships assume
greater importance; more leisure time allows increased opportunity for self-
actualizat n. The purpose of education, as yet unclear, must deal with the
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development of a onsensual ision of w bat SOCIet) IS and should be (Pulhas.
1982). Conflict now exists bete\ ecn those ho support a tedmologically
based, materialistic nation and those who advocate a more ecological, 3,--r-
ituahstic society (Gclatt, 1983). Pulhas's statement that -The crisis in Amer-
ican education is no more acute than the crisis in our culture as a whole,
or the crisis in practicaPv every part of (p 6) indicates rhe
extent to whit h education is dependent upon the larger society for its def-

inition of purpose.
Novel suggestions for the purpose of schools have been advanced

as the society has become more pluralistic in nature No longer does it
seem reasonable to persist in efforts to create a homogeneous soci,ly
Recognition o f the extent to w hie)! such a purpose w ould belie democraric
ideals has resulted in the ads ant ement of new goals, such as self-actual-
ization (Seim artz, 1969), thinking (Goodlad, 1976), intuitive audi reanve
thought (Geld tt, 1983), and a reassertion of John De%, cy's concern s,,ith
growth of thinking in mills iduals (Luaus, 1981) These goals are com-
patible vs ith indiv idual expression and responsibility , and vs ith WM mit-
ment to democratic ideals

lovenwnt Toward Decennalization ,ind Shared Leades.,Inp

Moc ement aw ay from eentralization is not limited to education, but
is a trend visible in business, politics, and other institutions. Rapid change
demands adaptation, and Inds% iduals vs ho arc highly specialized are v iewed
as less adaptable than are generalists (Gelatt, 1983, Naisbitt, 1982). Asso-
ciated vs ith centralization is top-dow n, corporate structure and authoritarian
leadershipa system many (Aubrey , 1973, Bilik & Blum, 1989, Hays, 1080b;
Kehas, 1965, Pulhas, 1982, Schwartz, 1969, Wayson et al., 1988) have acen
as contributing to laek of imam e and innovation in schools, and defeatism
and apathy among school personnel, including students I lorizontal links
that result in the internal redistribution of pow er and auth int) are held to
be essential to revitalizing of the education process

Com With Transitiorb

Education has an important role to fulfill in assisting with society's
transition from industrialization to technology mei ss ith students' personal
transitions that affect their school experience. At a broad societal level;
concern exists pat tieularly with achieving balance between technology and
social invention. Schools are seen as a crucial vehicle for establishing such
balance (I lerr et al.; 1983, Shapiro & Bernadett-Shapiro, 1985). The personal
transitions of children, so elea.ly reflected in their adaptation to their school
environme,nsare of major concern as well (O'Dell & Eisenberg, 1989).
Family disruption, poverty, neglect and abuseind early and ongoing ex-
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posure to antisocial and maladoptive behaviors on the pact of significant
adults in their lives place many children at serious disadvantage in schools
and in society. Schools imist search foi more sensan,e and productive ways
of responding to "at-risk children" to alleviate hurt and restore human
incaning to their lives (Drennon, 1988).

Teacher Role

The modification of the teacher's role has been considered necessary,
and generally involves the abandonment of the emphasis on inform- .on
dissemination and the adoption of an emphasis on group facilitation (John-
son & Gilliland, 1987, Shapiro & Bernadett-Shapiro, 1985) Within this
context, the teacher facilitates socialization and understanding among di-
virse groups while fulfilling group-leader roles of catalyst, orchestrator,
and model (Hulse, 1985, Shapiro & Bcinadett-Shapiro, Umansky & Hol-
loway, 1984).

Restructurim School Environmen6

In addition to the part decentralization of authority and redefinition of
teacher role would play in restructuring school environments, some (Dob-
son et al., 1982; Fuchs, 1969, Jackson & Hornbeck, 1989; Pulhas, 1982,
Schwartz, 1969) have dealt specifically with improving the social climate
of schools. Dobson et aL reported a study of the relationship between
elementary school children's sdf-concepts, satisfactior' with school, .md hfc
change. Their findings identified classroom environment and at-school so
cial experiences as being vitally important correlates of sclf-concept. In their
preview of the rcport of the Carnegie Councd's Task Force on Education
of Young Adolescents, Jackson and Hornbeck expressed deep concern that
middle schools bc restructured to provide social climates supportive of basic
values (e.g., trust, service to othe.-s). Both Fuchs and Schwartz were critical
of schools and the education community for ignoring the mfluence of social
structurc on students and for reinforcing the isolation and segregation of
the poor. Similar analyses have been applied to racial minorities (Simpson
& Ymger, 1958). In addition, studies by Cunumng and Cunmung (1962)
of thc interaction of individuals' ego structure and the degree and type of
available environmental support offer insights into the apathy that char-
acterizes the education profession and the behavior of both students and
teachers. Truly, the "spirit of the place" (Pulhas) is acquiring an ever-greater
role in reforming education.

As interest in education reform has mounted, the inadequacy of c urrent
research has become clear. Much of what constitutes the literature is opinion,
albeit considered opinion. Pulhas (1982) suggested that the process of ef-
fective education be continuously studied, and that the potential and hnu-
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tations of humankind be restudied. Although Prilleltensky (1989) directed
his criticisms to psychology, his concern that current theory may be pro-
viding faulty ideological ammunition can be applied to education as well.
Stewart and Healy's (1989) theory that an individual's experience of social
history is linked to his or her personality development provides an inter-
esting and potentially useful approach to the study oflife-span development.
These examples of topics suggest that study and research of education-
related phenomena would be enhanced by greater attention to process and
by greater emphases on iongitudinal aspects.

The Need for Change in Counselor Role and Function

As changes are made in education and schools, concomitant change is
necessary in the ways counselors function III schools. Beck (1967) cautioned
that professions are ethically bound to engage in frequent reevaluation to
ensure that goals and procedure remain relevant. Engels and Muro (1986)
built an excellent case for maintaining that counseling, as a profession, has
a history of anticipating and responding to societal change. Furthermore,
Schmidt (1984) warned that the following ingredients are necessary for the
survival of any profession. (a) consensus of members concerning role and
function and professional education, (b) common expectation by consumers
of services; 2nd (c) demonstrated effectiveness.

The survival of school counseling has been of considerable concern
within the profession. Articles (Aubrey, 1973; Barret & Schmidt, 1986;
Boyd & Walter, 1975; Cecil & Comas, 1985; Comas, Cecil, & Cecil, 1987;
Donigan, 1974; Hays, 1980a) dealing with school counselor isolation, con-
flict in training and practice, inadequate supervision, and Ineffective practice
arc numerous. Special groups have been organized within the professional
association to develop strategic., for strengthening school counseling through
the modification of role and function. These efforts have included two
AACD Foundation grants to support workshops dealing with school coun-
selor recruitment, preparation, and professional survival; an AACD Na-
tional School Counseling Task Force to prepare recommendations for
implementation of change; the ACES National Task Force on Education,
which seeks to gain support for implemeting change and research related
to change; and the various committees working on school counseling issues
within the structure of both ACES and ASCA, such as the ASCA Research
Committee and the ACES School Counseling Network. The profession
seems ready to reach consensus on the issue of the role and function of
school counselors.
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What Changes Should be Made?

Agreement seems to exist that supports the school counselor's being
expert in the knowledge of human development and in being able to in-
troduce devekpmental concepts appropriately into school curricula to es-
tablish programs of primary prevention (Adkins, 1977; Hays, 1980a). Through
such programs, healthy learning environments and improved school cli-
mates would be established (Adkins; Dag ley & Gazda, 1984, Thomas, 1989).
Student development, as opposed to remediation, would be a major focus
of the counselor and of the school (Dag ley & Gazda). Services, as such,
would be replaced by the program-based model, with guidance being in-
tegrated into instruction.

Long-term counseling with individual student clients constitutes ques-
tionable professional practice and ineffective use of counselor time. General
consensus supports consultation as the primary focus for counselors, allow-
ing for work with a wide variety of publics (students, parents, teachers,
administrators, community members, and professional and service orga-
nizations). Bundy and Poppen (1986) summarized articles, covering a 28-
year span, from the Elementary School Guidance and Coumeliv and the School
Counselor journals, where consultation had been used as a treatment mode
and outcomes had been evaluated quantitatively. They concluded that con-
sultation was effective, both for purposes of prevention and intervention.
Other research studies have supported consultation for the enhancement of
school achievement (Robinson & Wilson, 1987, Thompson, 1987). In ad-
dition, consultation has been advanced as an appropriate counselor role for
purposes of improving student self-concept (Robinson & Wilson), imple-
menting programs of stress intervention (Celotta & Jacobs, 1982; Onuzo,
Omizo, & Suzuki, 1988); teaching teachers consultation, counseling, com-
munication, and classroom management skills (Ryan, Jackson, & Levinson,
1986); and facilitating value and moral growth of students (Kohlberg &
Wasserman, 1980).

In the interest of effective use of counselor tame and in efforts to be
responsive to the total school population, group work has received support
as a method for counselors to employ. France, McDowell, and Knowles
(1984) described group activities designed to foster self-growth in lonely
adolescents. Childers and Podemski (1987) advocated group work for con-
fronting social trends that have caused problems for secondary students,
and 'for implementing programs of preventive counseling.

Major recommendations for change in school counselor role and func-
tion focus on the shift from extensive individual counseling to methods
more inclusive for the entire school population, such as consultation and
group work. They emphasize programs of prevention based on a knowledge
of developmental constructs. Counselors act to provide an environment
that supports learning, enhances student development, models democratic
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principles, and assures a humanistic setting. Expert and referent power will
become their most important tools (Hays, 1980b). The ability to establish
goals, develop stated outcomes, and implement and evaluate effective pro-
grams of developmental guidance will be crucial to counselor success (Gys-
bers & Moore, 1972; Hays, 1980a; Russo & Kassera, 1989).

- .

School counseling is at a crossroads. Old practices associated witIi '
pseudoadministrative or teacher role, isolation from total school involve-
ment, and inadequate program development and implementation haunt the
profession. But, because education and schools arc in a position where
change is inevitable, school counselors have an unusual opportunity to
implement change as well That change mu_t involve not only revisions in
role and function, but carefully designed research to undergird those re-
visions, complementary changes in counselor preparation programsmd
concerted professional effort to nuke state certification standards for school
counselors compatible with professional standards
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CHAPTER 3

Health Needs Facing
Our Nation: A Life-

Span Perspective
Sharon E. Robinson and Sari L. Roth

When discussing the health demands our society fices. It would be
ideal if each issue.could be examined from ariety of perspectRes physical
health, emotional health, mental healthind perhaps et en spiritual health.
Howcver, the role of a monograph clupter is not to g c n in-depth
treatment to the issues of health, but to present n overt , v. of the i'nost
pressing concerns we facc and to pros kle some input on hx.t Lounselor
educators, supervisorsmd pr: !loners can address these concerns. 1 hen:-
fore, to organize the presentation of such a complex topic, this chapter is
divided according to life stages childhood. dolesccmc. and adulthood.
Under each life stage, major health issues arc discussed. Fmally , uggesuons
for preparing counselors to meet them. et ()king health demands i clul-
lenges arc made.

Childhood

A multitude of disorders wine to mind, partkul oly those listed in the
DSM 111-1t (American Psychiatric Association (1987), w hen ddressing the
subject of childhood health. Then. arc also numerous organic disordcrs such
as recurrent abdominal pain (the stomachache tlut often seems to hat e no
physical cause), juvenile diabetes. mid juvenile arthritis that rc now rec-
og:azed a. having distinct psychological Lomponents. Also included in the
realm of 'iddhood health disorders is ihi:d buse w ith its physical and
psychological traumas

Enuresis

Enuresis or bed w,:tting is among the Most common of ihildhood
disorders. Approxunately 5 to 15% of ihildren in Lally to middlc ihildhood
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exhibit enuretic behavior (ShatTer, Gardner, & Hedge, 1984), whict, involves
both behavioral and bladder abnormalities. For example, Shaffer and his
colleagues found that children diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder showed
significantly lower bladder volumes and had more developmental delays.
They stated that such traditional classifications as primary or secondary
enuresis and familial or nonfamilial are of little value because they do not
take both the behavioral and bladder abnormalities into account. Addition-
ally, parental attitude seems to play an important role in this disorder in
that parental inconsistency tends to exacerbate the child's symptoms (Rosch,
1987).

When considering childhood organic conditions in general, research
has shown that symptoms can arise from the stress of coping with a par-
ticular illness. In fact, symptoms such as sleep disturbances and anxiety have
been found to interfere with the medical management of a disease and have
in some instances even exacerbated in illness (Masek, Fentress, & Spirito,
1984).

Interestingly, research is now showing that children displaying behav-
ioral symptoms and health complaints often have underlying organic dis-
orders (i.e., diabetes, hyperthyroidism, seizures, etc.) that go undiagnosed.
Olness and Libby (1987) found that when these underlying diseases were
diagnosed and treated, many of the accompanying psychological symptoms
went into remission. These findings reinforce the important link between
organic and psychological components of disease.

Recurrent Abdominal Pain (RAP)

Recurrent abdominal pain is a common problem among children in
their early school years. It is an organic disorder that has been strongly
linked with a psychological component. Research studies have shown cor-
relations between RAP ancl high levels of anxiety (Hodges, Kline, Barbero,
& Woodruff, 1985), irregular temperament styles (Davison, Faull, & Nicol,
1986), and traumatic life events particularly related to illness. hospitalization,
and death (Hodges, Kline, Barbero, & Flanery, 1984; Wasserman, Whi-
tington. & Rivera, 1988). Parental involvement in the etiology and main-
tenance of RAP has also been examined. For example, Hodges et al. (1985)
suggested that high levels of anxiety exist not only in children with RAP
but also in the parents of these children. Wasserman et al. (1988) have shown
that many children presenting RAP symptoms come from families with a
history of abdominal pain. Often these investigations have discussed RAP
in terms of learned behavior, and it is thought that RAP may be learned
through parental modeling and selective reinforcement of this type of chronic
pain behavior (Sammons & Karoly, 1987).
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Juvenile Diabetes

The most common childhood endocrine disease is insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus, or juvenile diabetes, (Hamburg, Elliot, & Parron, 1982).
Yearly, an estimated 5 to 10 thousand children in the United States are
afflicted with this disease (Cahill & McDevitt, 1981). Emotional stress,
psychosocial factors, and familial factors are all thought to play a role in its
etiology (Brand, Johnson, & Johnson, 1986; Hauser, et al., 1986). Research
focusing on thc family has been particularly prevalent. Discussing the pro-
found effect that a child's diabetes has on family life, Kennedy-Iwdi (1988)
maintained that the daily management of diabetes itself puts a considerable
amount of strain on the family. This strain often negatively affects familial
communication and structure.

In terms of psychosocial factors, the diabetic child is thought to be
more likely to have more social difficulties than nondiabetic children (Pless,
1983; Rove:, Ehrlich, & Hoppe, 1987). Diabetic children with poor control
of thcir iflness have also been found to be particularly susceptible to feelings
of depression and low self-esteem, which may be due to accompanying
feelings of defectiveness and helplessness in relation to bodily functioning
(Rodin, 1983). Children suffering from juNenile arthritis often experience
psychosocial problems similar to those of children with juvenile diabetes.
Growth failure may influence the child's maturity level, and debilitating
physical pain and deformity may interfere with normal play activities, con-
tnbuting to social difficulties, feelings of depressionInd low self-esteem
(Kredich, 1985).

Child Abuse

Child abuse has become. another matter of increasing concern in our
society. One general definition of child abuse is "thc emotional, physical
and/or sexual maltreatment of a minor by a parent or an adult caregiver"
(Cooney, 1988, p. 1). All three types of child abuse have distinct physical
or psychological effects on the child victim. Although emotional abuse
frequently accompanies physical or sexual abuse (Cooney, 1988), it is un-
common for thc sexually abused child to be physically abused (Bass &
Thornton, 1983), although the threat of physical abuse Is often Implied by
the abuser.

It seems that young children are particularly susceptible to emotional
abuse. Because most children are at the preoperational or concrete stages
of cognitive development and they consider their parents as all-knowing,
threats and insults arc often taken literally (Cooney, 1988). Any type of
emotional abuse, from mild to severe, causes deleterious effects on the
child's emotional development and often results in low self-confidence and
esteem. When these children reach school, they often expect not to do well,
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and this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.. -Hwy also tend to hac diffieulty
relating ro their peers (Garbarmo, Guttman, & Seeley, 1986) and begm to
act out to conceal their feelings of inadequacy (Cooney. 1988).

Physically abused children experience both emotional md physic-al dam-
age that can lead to physical or mental handicaps. It is estimated that 7 to 15
young children (usually under age 3) die daily from physical abuse and many
more sustain some typc of directly related serious injury (Kempe & Kempe.
1978, O'Brien. 1980) Physically abused children often have low self-esteem
and think of themselws as bad children. Once again. this cm have a profound
negative effect on their social behaviors and academic achievement.

It has been estimated that one out of four gills and one out of five boy s
will be victims of child sexual abuse before thc age of 18 (Waterman 3,
Lusk, 1986). It has also been reported that 50% of child abuse actints are
molested in their OV* n or in the offender's home, w ith a stepfather six times
more likely than the birth father to be the abuser (Alter-Ileid, Gibbs, Lach-
enmeyer. Sigal, & Massoth, 1986).

Sexual abuse, which meludes all ty pes of nuppropriate sexual relations
between an adult and a minor, most oftea results in serious psy chologieal
difficulties rather dun in major physical difficulties. Sexually transmitted
diseases and genital lesions or infections are among the physical indicators
of sext.al abuse. Cooney (1988) pointed out that the impact that sexual abuse
is likely to have on a child seems t. be dependent on "the duration of the
abuse. the age at onset, and the closeness of the relatiouship of the victim to
the abuser" (p. 7) The longer the duration. the earlier the abuse beginsind
the closer the relationship. the more likely the child is to experience intensely
negative psychological reactions Stonuehaehes. headaches. eneopresis. um-
resis, and sleep disturbances art. eommon psychosomatie effeets of sexual abuse
(Waterman & Lusk, 1986) Anxiety, depression. low self-esteem, guilt, loss
of childhoodi sense of helplessness. and distorted sexual attitudes are among
the many damaging psy chologieal effects of sexual abuse (Cooney. P)87).
Once again. all of the above can Lad to a ehild v ho has trouble relating to
his or her peers and lus performance difficulties in school.

1" subject of childhood health concerns Seellls to extend far beyond
the di lers listed in the DSM III-12 As children de dop into adoleseents
and ultnnately into adulthood, many of the psy clmlogieal as %%di as the
physical effeets of these disorders w ill aceompany them unless they receive
help.

Adolescence

As children enter their teenage years. a wlmle new world opens to
them, and with this new world come new risks and challenges. As was
pointed out in the television special "A Generation At-Risk-, 1 in 4 teenagers
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abuses chemicals, 1 in 4 is a high school dropout,. 4 in every 10 teenage
ghis get pregnant, and there is one teen suicide or suicide attempt every 90
minutes. These are frightening statistics. In addition to these at-risk behav-
iors, adolescents are increasingly facing physical health problems such as
anorexia nervosa, bulimia, and the chronic diseases most common among
adults (i.e., cancer, arthritis, etc.).

Substance Abuse

The leading cause of death among adolescents is driving while intox-
icated (DWI). Recent national statistics revealed that 92% of all high school
seniors have tried alcohol (Beschner, 1986, Business Research Publications,
1987), 41% claim occasional binging, and 5.7% use alcohol daily (Johnston,
O'Malley, & Bachman 1984). Although laws have been passed that make
drinking alcoholic beverages illegal for minors, It is rare for a teenager not
to have experimented with drinking.

When consumed, alcohol functions as a depressant. If the blood alcohol
level (BAL) is .05%, there is lowered alertness, relaxing of inhibition, im-
paired judgment and usually a sense of feeling good. As the HAL increases,
ability to judge accurately declines, reaction time slows, and both motor
and sensory abilities are unpaired. ii:*,,-:ication is officially reached at .20
BAL, stupor at 30 BAL, and death can occur at 35 BAL. Although physical
damage due to drinking is rare among adolescents, prolonged abuse can
result in gastritis and inflammation of the pancreas. Alcohol is currently
the leading substance abuse problem among teens, and it negatively affects
cognition, behavior, and the body and has been connected to increased
crime, violence, and suicide.

The second leading substance adolescents abuse is marijuana. While
having a sedative effect and causing a dreamy high, marijuana alters the
natural metabolism processes of neurotransmitters in the brain and has a

negative effect on brain, cardiovascular, pulmonary, endocrine, and psy-
chological functioning, often resulting in short-term memory loss and de-
creased ability to learn. In heavy marijuana users, thn, may lead to the
amotivational syndrome where the marijuana users arc lethal pc, lack mo-
tivation, and are content to do nothing. These symptoms arc of particular
concern given the increasing number of teens using marijuana. For example,
according to Borton (1983), half of all 7th graders are being pressured to
try marijuana and by 12th grade, 57% have given in to this pressure, and
5.5% use it daily. This means that in a school of 1,000 students, 55 are
under the influence of marijuana as they sit in their classes and try to learn.
Not only is learning ability hampered, but these teenagers may be placing
themselves at risk for cancer because marijuana influences the lungs in a

manner similar to cigarettes.
Young teenagers between the ages of 11 and 15 often experiment with
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inhalants such as airplane glue, gasoline, cleaning fluids, and aerosols In

addition to a short-lived high, sniffing these substances can result in lack
of coordination, excitement, confusion, difficulty walking, delirium, and
coma. Long-term use can cause kidney, liver, brain, and nerve damage.
Sudden sniffing death is also directly connected with inhalant abuse folk:wed
by excessive exercise or stress.

Although most substance use is declining, use of cocaine and other
stimulants is increasing. Known as the yuppie drug of the 80s, cocaine
produces a powerful psychological addiction, and the body quickly dev dops
a physical tolerance for the drug, requiring higher doses to get high. Not
using cocaine regularly results in the abstinence syndrome characterriA by
insomnia, nausea, agitation, depression, and headaches. Although very ex-
pensive in the pure powder form, cocaine can be gotten on the street ,n the
cheaper form of crack, which is highly dangerous and addictive The cocaine
problem is of such magnitude that a national hotline (1-800-COCAINE)
has been established to help users.

Teen Suicide

A second major at-nsk behavior of adolescents is suicide Acc_:rding
to Mans (1985), between 1960 and 1980, teen suicides increased 237%, and
now suicide is the second leading cause of adolescent deaths Ths is par-
ticularly frightening when one realizcs that there arc 10 times more 5 &iicide
attempts than the suicide completions on which the statistics are based.

The causes of teen suicide can be clustered into three domainsthe
struggle to develop and integrate a unique identity, familial factois, and
environmental factors (Capuzzi, 1986) Filled with turmoil and uncertainty,
this stage of development is particularly difficult Capuzzi listed the follow-
ing areas that seem to be factors in the evolution of suicidal tendencies (1)
low self-esteem, (2) poor communication, (3) high social or academic
achievement orientation, (4) poor problem-solving skills, (5) narrow range
of interests/cominaments, and (6) high stress Typical family factors include
blended, single-parent, or dual career families, abusive families, parents in
mid-life transitions, poor intrafanuly communication, and occurrence of a
loss such as a u,ath or moving. Societal trends that also enhance the risk
of suicide are the pressure to achieve, uncertainty about the future, mobility,
graduation from hIgh school (fear of the unknown, being on one's own),
drug abuse, and world unrest (Capuzzi). Adolescents need help for most
of these risk factors to make it past developmental hurdles and pitfalls

Teen Sexuality

One cannot address the health demands of 'olescents without dis-
cussing teen sexuality. Of the 29 million teenager, in America, a5out 12
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million are sexually active, and approximately 1.1 million will become
pregnant. Each year nearly one half million babies are born to teen mothers
(Children's Defense Fund, 1982). Ofthc unintended pregnancies, 26% occur
in teens under the age of 15. Eighty percent of teen mothers who have
babies before the age of 17 will drop out of school. The youngcr the teenager
is when she gives birth, the more likely she is to have subsequent births:
19% of births to teen mothers are second births and 4% are third births
(Studies target teen pregnancy, 1986).

Hayes and Cryer (1987) discussed four realities a pregnant adolescent
must face. The socioeconomic reality includes substandard housing, poor
nutrition, unemployment, excessive fertility, social isolation, and socioeco-
nomic dependency. The educational reality is that about 60% of pregnant
teens never finish high school. For the 20% who get married, about 50%
will not be living with the father within 15 years of marriagethe marital
reality. The last reality, the medical, has to do with the teen's physical
ability to carry and give birth to a baby. These girls are less likely than
adult women to seek prenatal care, and medical complications are excep-
tionally high for women under age 18. Deaths due to these uomplications
are 13% higher than the national average for mothers between 15 and 19
and 60% higher for mothers under 15. In addition, their babies are twice
as likely to have low birth weight, which is the major cause of infant
mortality and contributes to serious childhood illnesses, birth injuries, and
neurological defects (Alan Guttmacher Institute, 1981).

Not only is teen childbearing detrimental to the individuals involved,
but the cost to our society is also staggering. In the year 1985, through
three programsAid to Families with Dependent Children, food stamps,
and medicaidS16.65 million was paid to women who first gave birth as
teenagers. No longer can we ignore the needs to educate our youth about
sexuality and the responsibilies and risks of being sexually active.

AIDS

Although not primarily an adolescent disease, one cannot discuss sex-
uality without being acutely aware of the national crisis resulting from the
AIDS epidemic. The number of people across all age categories being di-
agnosed with AIDS is expanding so rapidly that prevalence data arc con-
stantly in flux. Former Surgeon General Kopp noted that by the end of
1991, an estimated 270,000 cases of AIDS will have occurred, with 179,000
deaths since it was first recognized. Life expectancy for an AIDS victim can
be as little as 3 months or as long as 20 years, depending on the diseas::
progression and the individual's constitution. The Center for Disease Con-
trol (CDC) estimates that 1.4 million people are infected with the AIDS
virus (Pelosi, 1988), and that the cost for health and support services for
known cases will be between $8 and $16 bilhon.
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Because AIDS is a behaviorally transmitted disease, the role of behav-
ioral health care providers is elcarhelp to reduce intravenous drug abuse
(25% of AIDS cases are intravenous drug abusers) and to foster responsible
sexual behaviors, thereby helping to control transmission of sexually trans-
mitted diseases. The fact that the AIDS incubation period is from 8 to 10
years can distance the reality to the extent that adolescents find it very
difficult to take the threat of AIDS seriously. Education, prevention, and
intervention programs must begin to address thff issues.

Adulthood

As adolescents grow older and enter adulthood, they not only carry
any difficulties that they may have eneountered along their developmental
path, but they face new physical and psychological challenges. Adults may
need to deal with addictions, ehromc illnesses, gender-specific concerns, as
well as general aging factors.

Addictive behavior, wh:ther it be in the form of substance abuse such
as alcohol or cocaine, excessive ingestion of food leading to obesity, or
smoking, is one of the most w idespread and relentless mental health prob-
lems currently troubling our society (Carson, Butcher, & Coleman, 1988).
One of the most prevalent forms of addiction is alcoholism It is estimated
that 10 to 15 million American adults frequently abuse alcohol and that
approximately 50,000 to 200,000 people die each year of alcohol-related
illness, accidents, and violence (Hamburg et al., 1982) Research has shown
that the use of alcohol is associated with 60% of all murders, 40% of all
assaults, and 33% of all rapes and child molestations (U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, 1984) This is particularly frightening because
no single cause of alcoholism has been found, thus making treatment dif-
ficult.

Chronic 111:iess

Chronic illnesses such as cancer, arthritis, and coronary heart disease
are not limited to adults but arc most pre% alent among this population
Approximately one out of three people in the Western world will get some
type of cancer (I lughes, 1987), approximately one out of seven individuals
and one out of three families are affected by some form of arthritis (Kushner,
1984); and coronary heart disease is cited as the leading cause of death and
disability m the United States and other Westernized Lot:Ames (Thoresen
& Eagleston, 1984).

The role of stress in the etiology and maintenance of chronic illness
has been a major focus of study (Cooper, 1984, Hughet., 1987) and inter-
vention, although research suggests that stressfid life ek ents may be viewed
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as intervening rather than primary ,ources of illness (Cooper). A recently
completed and groundbreaking prospective study by Grossarth-Maticek
and Eysenck suggests that personality attributes can be accurate predictors
of cancer and heart disease (Eysenck, 1988) and that "repressed emotions
and hopelessness" can be linked to cancer, whereas "hostility and aggres-
sion" can cause heart disease (Fishman, 1988, p. 27). It will be remembered
that in 1974 Rosenman and Friedman introduced the concept of a Type A
personality that described individuals who are heart-attack prone due to
their competitive. impatient, and'hosule behavior patterns. The findings
regarding personality help to verify the important link betwee,1 the physical
and emotional/mental components of chronic disease and provide coun-
selors with benchmarks for treatment strategies.

It is also important to note that chronic disease brings about a number
oflife changes. These changes include both physical and psychological losses
such as decreased functional ability, independence, and self-esteem. The
ability to cope effectively with these changes has been shown to affect disease
progression positively (Bieliauskas, 1984, Felton, Revenson, & Hinrichsen,
1984; Okun, Zautra, & Robinson, 1988).

Gender-Related Illtte

There are certain gender-oriented health c oncerns such as premenstrual
syndrome (PMS), menopauseind infertility that must Ix addressed by out
society as well. PMS is one ofthe most recently rec ognized and controversial
women's health issues In this past decade the Congress of Psychosomatic
Obstetrics and Gynecology formally acknowledged the psichosomatic as
well as the hormonal component of PMS (Dalton, 1987). Proposing a bio-
behavioral explanation for PMS, Blechman (1983) argued that when men-
strual bleeding is seen as an aversive experiencei woman will be more
likely to dread its onset and become suscept.ble to premenstrual complaints
and avoidance strategies. Kerstner and Robinson (1987) found that women
who had a feminine gender-role orientation were more likely than those
with a masculine orientation to report premenstrual symptoms. As of yet,
however, there is no consensus on the etiology of this disorder and even
whether it should be classified as a disorder (Walsh. 1987)

Another female health issue r ing considerable publicity is infer-
tility In the last 20 years the infertility rate has tripledind it is now
estimated that one in six couples will encounter infertility (Leiblum, 1988)
Regardless of thc cause, infertility can have devastating psychological re-
percussions (Leiblum), particularly for women because they physically bear
the children Losing the choice of whether or not to have children can have
numerous psychological effects such as decreased seh-esteem, lessening of
one's sense of personal control, and disruption within the couple's rela-
tionship.
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As our population lives longer and as hysterectomies become more
prevalent, an increasing number of women are facing menopause. The
endocrine changes that occur during menopause lead to physical changes
and possible physical symptoms, and these in turn often lead to psycho-
logical reactions (Strckland, 1988). Controversy exists as to whether the
possible difficulties from menopause arc strictly physically based (Budoff,
1987) or if they arc more socially and economically determined (McKinlay
& McKinlay, 1987). In either case, the postmenopausal woman must con-
front the reality of no longer being capable of bearing children and how
this influences her sense of self-worth and femininity.

Aging

Because contemporary American society is obsessed with eternal youth
and health, aging is viewed as an undesirable process. Yet, approximately
11% of our population is currently past 65 years of age, and due to the
postwar baby boom, it is estimated that by the year 2030, 18.3% of our
population will be elderly (Belsky, 1984). Some of the changes the elderly
arc forced to confront include loss of work-role identity, loss of a significant
other, increased health problems, decreased financial support, loneliness,
excessive free time, peer and family group changes, and decreased inde-
pendence (Gross, 1988).

In the hope of helping the health care community face the ihallenges
of working with individuals in this growing population, research in the
areas of physiological degeneration, cognitive changes, life transitions, and
physiopathology specific to the elderly has increased in the last two decades
(Belsky, 1984; Birren & Renner, 1977). Because definitions and theories of
aging vary, as do the needs of the aging individual, currait researchers have
begun to differentnte aging in terms of biological age, psychological age,
and sociological age. Biological age refers to one's present potential life
span, psychological age is defined as one's adaptive and functional capa-
bilities, and social age refers to one's roles in society. Interactions among
these three aspects and how these relate to health issues are of major concern
(Birren & Renner).

All of the aforementioned point to the important role of individual
characteristics in regard to each of these adult health concerns and give
credence to Dunbar's well-know adage, "Many times it is much more
important t-now what kind of patient has the disease than what kind of
disease the pant., las" (Rosch, 1987, p. 17).

Summary of Health Concerns

This overview just scratchcs the surface of the hi.alth problems and
challenges our nation faces. Medical professionals alone cannot meet the
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multidimensional demands these health tssue,s cause, therefore, it is imper-
ative that those of us in the mental health rofession examine how we can
contribute ow' ekpertise to address these concerns. It is evident that the role
of thc incrbealth professional will..depend on the setting in which he or
she is wOrking and;,.ein thc, age grodp of the clients. For example, school
counselors at aiLekrnentary lorel will function differently and provide dif-
ferent services than will th-e school;?ounselor working at the secondary level
or the agency eounselor workipg with adults. Our role as counselor cdu-
cators and superzioisbris..to deternline how we cm hesc prepare counselors
to work With individullcross the hfc-span to h,:lp them ope with their
health-related prOblems.

Preparing Cbunsetors to Meet Health Challenges

In 1988 the Assoc*n for'Counselor Education and Supervision es-
tablished a National fast( Fo'ke tin Health Issues. At thc 1989 annual meeting
of the AmeriCan Assobation for Counseling and Development, the Narional
Task Force on pealit issues ni_ct and outlined curriculum competencies and
constructs that connMoh funationing within the health arena should pos-
sess. What followare 116t the s'olc ideas of the authors of this chapter, but
represent the.thitiking,df Task Force members, including Drs. Margaret
Fong, David Capqzzi, Judith cooney, Jane Myers, Liz Gray, and Gordon
Gibson.

The eight content.areas required for C ACRE' program approN al were
chosen as the frame'work fors training counselors to work in , alth-related
settings The cont .. r areas' will be discusst.d briefly with respe.., to domains
of information students shoula know as they w ork with client health issues.

Helping ReliniorshIps

In addition to basic communication skills. decision-nuking skills, and
theories of behavior change, the Task Force indicated that the following
are essential (1) coping skills, (2) referral skills, (3) outreach skills, (4) skills
to asscss environmental readiness for health intervention, (5) systems theory,
(6) stress management, (7) crisis intervenvon, and (8) knowledge of psy-
choeducational approaches to intervention. The Task Force also stressed
their belief that a counselor cannot help a client to lead a healthier life
(mental, emotional. physi,al, cm spiritual) unless thc counselor is involved
with continual develument and growth, both personally and profession-

.
ally.
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AssesstnentlAppraisal

All counselors need basic infoimation about testing and certain group
tests, as well as having the ability to use the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
(DSM III-12) of the American Psy cluatric Association (1987). Of particular
importance for health work are. (1) the ability to do diagnostic intake and
assessment, including focus on activities of daily living, (2) the ability to
conduct behavioral observations, (3) knowledge of behavioral assessment
instruments, and (4) knowledge of assessment of substance abuse and med-
ical history.

Life Span and Human Development

Because health issues change at different stages of one's life, it is im-
perative that counselors be aw are of developmental issues at all hfc stages.
Not only should counselors know physiological, cognitive, and psy cho-
.maal development, they should also understand the interlocking effects of
work, play, and love in illness and health In addition, human sexuality is
an essential component of an individual's hie that is often affected by health
issues. The role of loss and grief in illness should be recognized as well as
the concepts needed to teach adults (adult learning principles).

Sociocultural 10:Imes

The United States has long been known as the "melting pot- of in-
dividual and group differences That melting pot metaphor presents an
inaccurate picture of our society Today, we are struck by the richness of
our ethnic and cultural diversity, , gender differences, alternative
and religious div crsity , to name only a few dimensions. Far from the melting
pot metaphor, our culture is driven to acknowledge individual and group
diversity. Students and practitioners in the health arena also must be well
informed about blended faimhes, sing,le-parent families, child abuse, sub-
stance abuse, teen pregnancy and sdiool dropout, the issues of homelessness,
unemploymentNIDS and HIV transmission, and the effect of these vari-
ables on health counseling

Group Work

In addition to understanding group theory and pr cesses, health coun-
selors will be called upon to facilitate structured problem-specifk groups

,cn as smoking, parentinginger managementissertiv encss training, wid-
owhocd survival, and so forth The prevalence of self-help groups and
support groups indicate that they way serve as buffers as people try to cope
with life's challenges that negatively affect health. Counselors must be aware
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of how to run groups focusing on such issues as suicide, drugs, or parents
united.

Careers

The role work plays in forming an individual's self-concept and how
that interacts with personal health is central to the health counselor's view
of careers. Therefore, the following issues must be addressed in training.
(1) career development and transitions, (2) career assessment at various life
stages, (3) career decision making across the life span, (4) retirement and
what it means, (5) multiple roles, (6) Nit; of leisure time, play, and laughter
in health, (7) volunteer activities to enWance client and society, and (8) the
effect of a sense of control, commitmentind meaningfulness in relation
to work, leisure, and health

Research and Evaluation

Counselors working in the health domain must be prepared to evaluate
client progress along several continua, including enmtional health, spiritual
healf.A, mental health, and physical health (or be prepared to consult With
someone who can). They must also be able to design, conduct, analyze,
and intrrpret needs assessments upoit which pi ithoeducational or thera-

..-
peutic interventions can be built. Both process k i.utcome program eval-
uation skills are needed. Finally, counselors matte skilled and informed
consumers of research and be knowledgeable of methods for researehing
health concerns.

Professional Orientation and Ethio

Counselors must be aware of the various prokssional assoeiations that
focus on health issues, including the Division of I lealth Psychology (APA),
the Society of Behavioral Medicine, and the National Task Force on Health
Issues (ACES). They should have a working knowledge of professional
ethics and medical ethics In addition, state and federal law. and case law
that would affect professional practice should be a part of the counselor's
training.

Summary

Although this chapter has attempted to provide an overview of coun-
seling and health issues, we have barely scratched the surface of health
problems our nation faces. The NatioRal Task Force on Health Issues ad-
vocates a broad definition of health that includes the many types of health
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as well as the enure health concerns continuum We Lan no longer focus
only on the mind or the body but must realize that a holistic approach to
health is essential. Furthermore, we must realize that a healthy life is an
individual right, but with that right go certain responsibilities. Wc must
take responsibility for the ways in which we lead our lives. We cannot
expect to remain healthy when we choose too many unhealthy behaviors
working 10 to 12 hours a day, forgetting to eat or eating unhealthy foods,
or forgetting to integrate leisure and play activities into our daily existence.

The role of counsdor educators and supervisors is to prepare counselors
to be competent and effective in helping clients numnin healthy life-styles
or cope with illness. These tasks require special skills that are aboc and
beyond traditional counselor preparation. To meet the present and future
health challenges of our society, we must expand our training to indude
these health issues that aie increasingly present for clients
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CHAPTER 4

Career
Development and

Counselor
Preparation

Kenneth B. Hoyt

Is there a need for an increased or different emphasis on the topic of
"career development" in counselor education and supervision? Answers to
this question will necessarily vary widely depending on the perceptions and
background of the respondents. The purpose of this chapter is to provide
a point of departure that will help others to answer this important question.

Five approaches will be used including. (1) a historical perspective that
covers the last 40 years, (2) identification of current elements calling for an
increase in the substantive content of counselor education in general, (3) a
brief review of efforts during the last decade to emphasize the need for
change m career development aspects of counselor education and supervi-
sion; (4) an attempt to relate these needs to the much broader topic of
educational reform; and (5) a sencs of possible policy questions concerning
the need for change in career development aspects of counselor education.

Most readers will quickly note a bias III this chapter in placing a primary
emphasis on the education and supervision of school counselors. This bias
reflects a combination of (a) the traditional/historical primary career de-
velopment concerns of ACES; and (b) the great majority of current existing
literature specifically devoted to career development aspects of counselor
cducation and supervision. To atone for this bias, efforts also will be made
to recognize illustrative efforts aimed at preparing career development spe-
cialists for noneducational settings and for working with nonstudent pop-
ulations.

Career Development in Counselor Education and Supervision:
A Personal Historical Perspective

: was first employed as a school counselor in 1948. At that time, the
only professional guidance association I knew I could join was the National
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Vocational Guidance Association (NVGA). As an NVGA member, I re-
ceived acupation magazine, whose articles emphasized vocational guid-
ance. I studied each issue from cove, to cover There was no doubt in my
mind that my major job dunes were to meet the educational and career
development needs of students. At that time, »ational federal leadership for
guidance was headed by I larry Jager and his colleagues in the Vocational
Education Division of the U.S. Office of Education. Jager's operations, as
well as those of the state guidance supervisors reporting to him, w ere funded
under provisions of the George-Barden Act of 1946 (the Federal Vocational
Education Act). Usn.g this same source of funding. state guidance super-
visors funded those counselor education programs that agreed to teach the
courses developed under Jager's leadership The primae olL cic anonal guid-
ance was clear to all concernedthe USOE, state departments of education,
local school boards, and practicing school counselors.

When the American Personnel and Guidance Association (APGA) w as
formed in 1952, most school counselors w ho joined as charter members
did so as members of NVGA Although the Ameriean School Counselor
Association (ASCA) did not exist at that time, the impetus for its formation
began ahnost immediately after the creation of APGA Part of the rationale
used for establishing ASCA w as that the duties of professional school coun-
selors included both educational and personal guidance in addawn to k ol a-
tional guidance This rationak. oupled v ith clear APGA provisions making
it easy for APGA members to belong to more than one division, placed
N VGA in the forefront of efforts to establish ASCA Perusal of the earliest
editions of ASCA's official journal, The Sthool Counmlor. provide clear
evidence that ASCA it ied, in its early years. to bioaden the school coun-
selor's base of operations beyond vocational guidance w ithout in any w a)
rejecting the importance of vocational guidance

National Defrint. Edutatim Aa

Passage of the National Defense Education Act (NDLA) in 1958 brought
about quick and dramatic changes to the guidanec Ind counseling movement
in everal ways. First, it shifted federal leadership from the Vocational
Education Division of USOE to the Elementary & Secondary Education
Division (Title V-A) and the Iligher Education Division (Title V-B) of the
U.S. Office of Education Second, it clearly emphasized the primary guid-
ance mission as one aimed at (a) identify nig intellectually able youth capable
of succeeding m college or unix ersity programs and (11) encouraging such
youth to attend college. (This V4as met with great enthusiasm by those
school counselors who interpreted it to mean their major responsibility as

now to help bright students ge, to collegcsomething many had w anted
to do for sonic time). Third, NDEA's Part B. with its emphasis on "Coun-
seling and Guidance Training Institutes.- resulted in a rapid expansion of

C13
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counselor edtkanon programs in wileges and umeeisines. By 1%1, it eeas
reported that 475 colleges and unieersities were engaged in wunsdor ed-
ucanon with not more than one fe urth L these representing elearly ree-
ogmzed, well-estabhshed prog:ams (Dugan, 1961) With NDEA's
"intelkctually able student/college attendance- emphasis, it s easy to un-
derstand why most of the new eounselor educators employed for the tirst
time between 1958 and 1961 kid little eoncern for, nor mterest in. eoeational
aspects of guldanceor t-or nuneollege-hound students lt was mueh easier
for them to learn the basics of what was then ealkd --nondirectivc Lunn-
seling- than to acquire the considcrabk substant:e e knowledge requirei to
become expert m the eareer development proeess Sinularl) it was celsier
for them to concentrate primarily on eounseling problems of onh, intellee-
tually abk students.

Chaves Hi APGA

Durmg the early 1950s, onsidcrablc efforts were mituted imed at
preparing career counselors to work in two kinds of nonsehool settings.
One such effort invoked mostly short-term workshops designed to proide
practicing onployment sere lee eounselors workmg in state employ m. nt
service oil-lees with rudimentary eounseling skilk Most of these eounselurs
possessed bachelor's degrees m some field. but had no forin1 preparation
in any regular counselor cdtkation program A seeondind inueh more
substantial, effort was directed toward establislmig and operating ma-uer's
degree level graduate programs solely, aimed at preparing eekation.d re-
habilitation counselors. 'HR. s oLationd I rehabilitation eounselor edueanon
programs, imoated in the nud-19505, pros ided federal funds to establish
such programs prmunly s di-,Rte enttic' v ithin xisting eounseior ed-
ucation programs. Both of these efforts eeentually kd to the establishment
during the 1960s of new divisions of APGA Oih was the National Em-
ployment Counselors Assooation I he other was th AIIR man Rehabili-
tation Counsding Association

Federal Injhtena m the 1960

The Voeational Edue anon Amendments of 1963 saw the infusion of
ncw federal funds to lx used for Not:animal guidanee, espeually for voea-
nonal edueation students Between 1963 and 1%8, a number of siguilkant
national attempts were made to restore a proper and appropriate role for
vocational guidanee m sehool eounsdor edueation and supereision pro-
grams. These included (1) a 1%5 national Lunt-creme devoted to studying
and makmg recommendations for an mereased emphasis on emational as-
pects of counselor edueation (MeDamels, 1965), (2) a 1967 national eon-
fercnce sponsored jointly by the American Voeational Assouation (AVA)
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and APGA on vocational guidance devoted largd) to rcconuncnding more
emphasis on career development in counselor education (Reardon & Bun k,
1980); (3) an AVA policy paper entitled "Vocational Aspects of Guidance"
published in 1968 (AVA, 1968), (4) a special institute for counselor educators
designed to help them become more knowledgeable about and interested
in career guidance, especially for vocational education students (Wilson,
1965); and (5) publication of results of a national survey containing, among
other things, recommendations of practicing school counselors for an in-
creased emphasis on vocational guidance in counselor education programs
(Campbell, 1968). Illustrative journal articles published during the 1963
1968 period included sonie by Williamson (1964) and by Calla (1966).

Career Developmert in the 197a>

Passage of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, coupled
with the demise of NDEA funding, resulted in significant attempts during
the 1968-1978 decade to increase the emphasis on career development in
counselor education and supervision programs. The first national effort
aimed at considering implications of this legislation w as a federally funded
conference chaired by Gysbers (Gysbers & Pritchard, 1969). Several other
national efforts followed, including (I) formal establishment of the Guid-
ance Division of AV A in 1969; (2) a position paper entitled "Counseling
and Guidance. A Call for Change" of the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education (NACVE, 1972), (3) a joint position paper of NVGA
and A VA on career development and career guidance (NVGA & AVA,
1975); (4) a special chapter in !VGA's second decennial volume devoted
specifically to professional preparation for vocational guidance (Hoy t, 1974),
(5) an ACES position paper on counselor preparation for career development
published in 1976 representing work of the ACES Commission on Coun-
selor Preparation for Career Development!Career Education chaired by
Hansen and established in 1974 (ACES, 1978), and (6) inclusion of a "Life-
style and Career Development" standard in the ACES Standards for the
Preparation of Counselors and Other Personnel Specialists (Standards, 1977).

By far the most significant impact of the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1968 was the use of us Part C and Part I) funds fur career education
demonstration projects leading to passage of federal career education leg-
islation ia 1974 and 1978. Between 1970 and 1976, 124 K-12 career education
demonstration projects (costing S24 6 million) were funded under provi-
sions of Part C and an additional 112 (costing S18.0 million) were funded
under provisions of Part 1) between 1972 and 1975. Between 1974 and 1978,
an additional $40.4 million were spent under piovisions of Section 406 of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments of 1974 (Hoyt,
1982). The implications of career education for an increased emphasis on
career development in counselor education were made explicit in the ACES

C 3
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journal, Counselor Education and Supermon (Hoyt, 1975) Many articles
aimed as discussions of the role of the school counselor in career education
were published during 1968-1978. The most significant single article was
onc by Burtnett, Collison. and Segrist (1980) in the Journal of Career Edu-
cation.

Decreased Support Durin.i; die 1980s

In a historical sense, the decade of the 1980s has provided lelatively
little federal legislative support or funding for career development aspects
of counselor education or for emphasizing career development in counselor
role and function. Such support as has existed has come primarily from
four sources. One has been the "hold harmless guidance provisions of the
Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act. The SI million per year autho-
rized for career guidance under Title Ill, Part D of this act has, to date,
never been funded. Still, using funds primarily from the "hold harmless"
provisions, the position of "State Supervisor of Career Guidance" has been
established In many states. Often, the person occupying this position for-
merly held the title of "State Career Education Coordinator Some states
(Virginia is a good example) have used both terms"career education"
and "career guidance"In the position talc. By whatever title, such persons
have made a significant impact during the decade in convincing K-12 school
districts to place thc topic of career guidance higher on the list of priorities
for school counselor role and function. These supervisors have also served
as primary resource persons for use in helping National Occupational In-
formation Coordinating Committee/State Occupational information Co-
ordinating Coinmittee (NOICC/SOICC) implementation efforts nationwide.
For a small outlay of money, they have had a sizeable and very positive
impact on career guidance programs. They have not yet had a similar impact
in terms of changing counselor education programs.

Second, support for some career development aspects of counselor
education and supei vision has come through a variety of projects and pro-
gram implementation efforts launched by the National Occupational In-
formation Coo.dinating Committee (NO1CC). As the name implies, the
NO1CC functions as a coordinating entity to improve communication be-
tween the various agencies that manage programs that either develop or
use occupation-1 or career information. Beginning with its establishment
by congressior.al action in 1976 (NO1CC, 1988a), NO1CC has made, and
continues to make, substantial contributions to both the production and
delivery of occupational and career information at both the state and national
levels. (The Job Training Partnership Training Act UTPAI Amendments
of 1981 added "career informatton" to the already existing "occupational
information" mission of NO1CC.

State Occupational Information Coordination Committees (SO1CC)
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exist in all SO states In 4; s.otes. Carto Information Delis cry SN steins
(CIDS) have been cstabhshed. primarily as I otoputcr-b.ui d pogroms, to
deliver occupational and L aro. I mfOrmation to youth and adults (NOICC,
19886). Both tile ontent of t ounselor Idulation programs and tounst lor
role and functions in K-I2 settings have been influented by thi N0ICC1
SOICC network during tht detade of thi 1980s Many SOICCs have also
forged good working rilanonships ith poststtondary institutions in thur
states in a number of v. ay s nit luding (I) addmg o higher idthattoll nhmber
to the SOICC. (2) subcontracting lot CIDS operations, and (3) making
invited presentations at t areer fairs, in koun+Llor t dutation lasst s, and at
professional association meetings

NOICC has also madi funds as ailabk to support us LAN n pert I pions
of counselor role and of tounselor ..duiation I km. funds host not been
generally availabk to either ounselor tdutation institutions or to K-I 2
school districts seeking support for thur List n innot ant i h1 as fOt
development Rather. funds has1 t pit \ b1. In pro. idid through NOICC
contracts with SOICCs. 1 lh tw u laigtst suth i Botts arc (I) Flk
Career D,:cision Making Program (ICDM), rt sulung iii publii anon and ust
of a researte guide designed tor ust both in in-st i it and iii prt set. it(
counselor edutation (N01( ( 19880, and (2) Ilk National ( Aro. el-
opment Guidelines Pruitt t, hit h has it sults d iii st ts of guidi liii. s toi list
both m tareer de. i lopmint programs And iii k otiiit lt,1 dth NOIC(
1988d).

NOICC has sought to pot idt tot blood putt ssional ii olt lilt lit in
the tondut t of both oi tIn. si Burp., ,Pittit. _the )NI U. soul 14, (1111,11 .is

developed primarily by tounnio.rmiimit4 aç thiLL um% rits, s In

addition, one or limit touniiolot'*64cig(Tes,livVc Int olv k d h ti Mt
SOICC-ICDM orkshops.OuighieicZWI'A id RI-works tot '11,1100

practicing st hool tounselor5-4 )etii httlt brnnol A(
involvement in w hat has dearftitkit Fr,t t ii itlt 1L m-St.

effort of the dt i adt Similarly, 414444 rtpit st iii iii%11 d plot, s-
siona I associations. int luding A.N. w rice l in di. %Llo, ult.; matt rials

for the turrent NOK C ( atilt s lopint nt Gindk . initiatIt, tilttt

has been no oftitial AC1 S ins ids,. intial in t nous til 11,1 till st guidt Ina., in
either preservite or 111-scrylit. L11111.1null I. flOrt'. As till
professional assooation ditikatt d to ifulinstiot 1 and

one might question vs h ACLS has ri Malik d almost silt nt during dn. evirt
dctade of the 1980s W ith risptlt to this laigt ioun lot t din onon eftrt
One could well question both w hy NOR'( did not k a formal palt-
nership with ACLS in thew cifory% and w li A( 1.5 has ignorid
the NOICCiSOICcIstyctwork during tilts pit lud I his I, k i Itit ism

of ACES than of
The third sigmtikx'mt soiirt i ot federal support tor tht Latitt d1 el-

opment movement during tilt PM, has Lona from th( U 5 Rpartimnt
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of Defense (DOD) DOD funds seem to have been used priinard to en-
courage practioug cemnselors and eounselor education nistnutions to eon-
sider the all volunteer armed forces among career choic cs being considered
As with NOICC operations, DOD has planned, organfzed, and imple-
mented its ow n program rather than seeking innos anve proposals from
either practicing counselors or from counselor education institut.s.

Fourth, it should be noted that substantial funds suppc,rting the career
development movenitnt have been supplied under w hat is called -transi-
tional services- under P L. 94-142 These funds, of course, are limited in
use to special education programs.

Finally, significant contributions to bringing a proper and an appro-
priate emphasis to sex equit), and gender roles in area development Lan
be seen in two additional federal program One (insists of projects linded
under provisions of the Women's Educational Equity Act Program k I v83).
Although no exact count could be found, many programs funded under
WEEA were in the career development &main It seems that over half of
WEEA funded projects w ere related to career development. The s..cond
contribution consists of short quarterl publications entitled "Emplo),incnt
in Perspective Women in the Labor Force,- distributed b the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, U S Deparunent of Labor Eac h of these pros ides current
statistics on some aspect of this broad concern.

Noqkderal Fora.., That Chaved Conwelin Edutanon In the I 98a,

Several major trends in the 1980s influencid both the amount and the
variety of substantis c content recommended for inclusion in all counsetor
education prow ams. First, the literature of the 1978-1988 period contains
numerous calls fOr inserting s ariet of ne w topics in loun sc o r education
programs. Examples of recent pleas tor new ontent include those aimed
at. (1) inserting the topic of alcohol ass areness into counselor education
(Wigtel & Thompson, 1984), (2) including of biologic/Al foundattof* Of
human behavior in counselor education (Panther. 1987), (3) empfkasiziag
computer implications and applications for professional oul 1st. lors (I lere&
Best, 1984; Lambert, 1988, Sampson & Loesch, 1985, Walz, 1987), (4) teach-
ing consultation skills as a bask element of counselor edut anon (Brow
Spano, & Schulte, 1988, Froehle, 1978, Kahnweder, 1979. Splete & Bern-
stein, 1981), (5) inserting a multicultural emphasis into counselor education
(Ponterotto & Casas, 1987), (6) teaching applied ethks in counselor edu-
cation (Kitchener, 1986), and (7) emphasizing the need to a old sex-biased
counseling (Moore & Strickler, 198(I). It would be difficult to argue that
any of these proposed new topics is not needed.

Second, the 1978-1988 period has also witnessed a numb:r of calls for
changing the content of counselor education programs to better nice, tii
needs of certam subgroups in the total population Examplcs of such efforts
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inch*, an emphasis on. (1) meeting counseling needs of mn n. r-c ity youth
(tca)tOn, 198%, (2) training for sex-fair counseling (1 lansen Watt. 1979,
Hans0 '&:Ketrlcber, 1978, Scott & McMillan, 1980), (3) providing for non-
Wntç coneerns. in counselor education and supervision (McFadden. 1979),
(4) tring counselors for human rights counsehng (Atkinson. 1981), (5)
Integrating gay issues into wunselor education (Norton, 1982), (6) preparing
culturally effective counselors (ruiedondo-Dowd & Gonsalves, 1980, Dawis,
.1,978, Lloyd, 1987), (7) preparing c -unselors to mixt the needs of persons
with handicaps (How, 1979)ind (8) meeting car,er des elopment needs of
persons at nud-life (Brown, 1981) llere again, one w o d find great dif-
ficulty objecting to r oposals for inserting thcsc kinds of emphases into
counselor education and supervision programs

Third, the need for counselor education programs to meet the require-
ments of persons preparing to cs ork as eounselors in nonschool settings has
often been enipiliSmed durnig the 1978-1988 period (Alcorn & Sturgis.
1981, Caulfield & Perosa, 1983, Myers & Blake. 1986, Sunbury & Cochran,
1980, Wilcoxon & Cecil 1985) To emphasize the need to move beyond

, .

preparing primarily sdiool counselors is nothing new Similar pleas were
common III the mid-1960s ss hc n efforts to prepare counselors to w, ork with
disadvantaged outh n special out7of-school programs established as part
of the "War on Pm city" cs ere initiated (Gordon. 1965, 11111. 1965, Odgers.
1964)

.Fpurth, the last I 1 I.1Lel .1LX .1s seen marked emphasis on creer devel-
opment needs of dults (Lobos', az & Lea, 1986) 'rho eoncept of career
development s a proeess extending Os et lmost the ontirc life span has
been generally aecepted 1 low es er, in terms of ehallenges for eli.nigc facing
counselor edueation, questions regarding me need, or lack of need, for
special counselor education programs alined at preparing counselors to meet
career development needs of adults s,:enis CM- from resolv:d

Career Development and Coumelor Preparation in the 198a,

The last 10 years have witnessed a number of expressions of need for
an increased emphasis on eareer development in counselor education and
supervisionilong ss ith specifie indicators that attempts to meet sueh news
are being nude. Reardon and Burck (1980) deseribed a new kind of coun-
selor education program aimed at prepaiiig persons to serv e as "eareer
development speualists." Hohenshil (1982) s aggested combining the prep-
aration of school psy chologists ss ith the prepa i anon Jf s o animal ounselors
to create a new specialty known as "vocational sehool psy chologists John-
son and Johnson (1982)unong others, suggested preparing eareer devel-
opment specialists via eompetency-based training, and Miller and Soper
(1982) recommended several approaches to making courses in career coun-
seling more enjoyable for students.
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The decade saw some increase in career de% lopment as a part Oil oun-
selor education After conducting a national sur%ey of counselor clic anon
programs. Ibrahim and Thompson (1982) reported that kourses in "career
development/information exploration:\ ocanonal declopme it" ranked #4
out of 9 course classifications, with 86% of programs studied requiring une
course and 21% requiring two courses This is consistent with a study
reported by Wantz. Scherman, and Hollis (1982) showing that, in 1980,
courses in "career and life planning" ranked #4 in popularity among all
counselor education courses, w ith about one in fie counselor education
programs havini* ded one course in this area sin`ce 1977. A 1987 issue of
Counsdor Edina:1'0i and Superebion (Vol 27, No 2) contains five articles,
each representing a report by an author of a current career development
book; specifying how each N em rently meeting thc "Life-sty le and Career
Development Standard- of the American Association fbr Counseling and
Developnient.

Several important national efforts ha% c taken place specifying in some
detail recommendations for change in the nature and content of career
developoient in counselor education and super% ision. These include (1) a
report froln the Commission on Criteria for Career Guidance Programs of
NVGA (1979), (2) a statement of % ocanonal and career counseling com-
petencies foinally recommended by NCDA (1985), (3) an ASCA policy
statement on the role of the school counselor in career guidance (1985), (4)
the Improve Career Decision Making Program of NOICC (1988b), and (5)
the National Career Counseling and De%elopment Guidelines of NOICC
(1988d). Such efforts are consistent with a set o''Preclictions Sweeney (1979)
made during the 1971s that the 1980s would see actions aimed at increasing
the emphasis on career development in counselor education

Finally, a number of national surveys concerned, at least in part, with
the need for an increased emphasis on career de% clopment in counselor
education have been conducted since 1978. he follow ing examples arc
illustrative (I) when Maples (1985) asked a national sample of codege of
education deans to specify areas needing greater emphasis in counselor ed-
ucation programs, "career development- %%as not one of thc areas named,
(2) a national sample of ASCA leaders were given a list of 119 potential
skills needed by school counselors "Planning a coinprchensive career de-
velopment program," ehosen by 78% of respondents, was tied with "small
group counseling" for third place (Comas, Cecil, & Cecil, 1987), (3) w hen
Hutchinson. Barrick, and Groves (1986), in a national survey of school
counselors, contrasted "ideal- and "actual- functions, they found that "ca-
reer and life planning- ranked #4 in the list of "ideal- functions, but only
#9 in the list of "actual" counselor functions, (4) this is consistent with a
study of Minnesota counselors in which Tennyson, Miller, Skovholt, and
Williams (1989) found that, of six major categories of counselor function,
"developmental and career guidance" is performed least often, but considered

7
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#3 in "nnportame", and (5) a national sure) ondth ted b) Prediger and
Sawyer (1986) provided dear L.\ ide nee tint during the prm, se hool
selors did merease their emphasis on meeting aru. r lopmLnt needs of
students

Studies indicatmg tint eareer d elopmem problem's do exist among
both )routh and adults continue to be reported The Marl h, 1989, issue of
The School Combefor contains a report authored b), Ilutehmson and Reagan
(1989) in whieh the), found that, of 24 possible problems. those concerned
with "finding information on career oppor,Inities" ranked #3 and "decid-
ing on a career- ranked #8 In a 1983 mime), of lew.a school counselors,
Engen and Noeth (1983) found "lareer guidance" to be a high priority
and one that is still on the inerease In the 1988 edition of 'Ihe Amerlian
hrohman. National Norm.> ft.,r Pall 1988. Astm. Green, Korn. Sebald. & Betz
(1988) reported that 82 7"t, of 1988 lollcgt. freshmen llaimid the) decided
to attene.,:ollege so the), could "get a better Job." giking this more often
than any other single reason

The 1987 Gallup Career Doelopment Sunk') (110)t. 1989b) reported
several findings ditecti) related to the need for qua'a) career guidance on
the part of emplo)ed adults 18 cars old or oldkr Tliese inelude (I) about
1 in 1B reported needing help now in se Ic ting, hangplg. or obtaining a
job, (2) few et than I in 5 reported lklr Inking sought assistance from a
school or college counselor. (3) about 1 in 3 had gone to Ho ,01110 for help
in career planning, and k4) more than 6 in II) ieported that, if the) could
start their career plannplo. o l% Ilk 1.% ould ti 1. to get work information
about their potential ea. - ehmecs

Is Career Counseling a Separate Specialty?

l'he demands ited in the t \AO previous scitions to (a) increase the
amount and N, mco,, of substanml Ontl lit of llilinsli1/1 Lducatioo, and (b)
increase the substanme lontent of ANL r dc llopnient iii 1ounselor edu-
cation programs are currenth on a collision musk. I he purpose ot this
section is to clard) some of the conceptual dimensions tint A(TS. as the
prime professional assoelation representing the counselor du AWN and
supervision movement. must consider as It formuiaies de 1 isions for

solving this dilemma
First. It is essential to note that. ck en if all lick% areas of substantive

content for counselor education programs in general were ignored, a llear
and growing need exists to expand eontent lssentml for deke loping com-
petencies in career deelopment aspects of counselor edue Lxample,
of such needed Increases can easil) be generated sumpl) fritni ursor) look

s9pae pertinent journal literature published in the 1981/s I er illustrate,
examples of such literature for each of five basic sub-topics include
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The concept of work (1) Allen (1980), (2) Horman (1986), (3) Kaiser
(1981); and (4) Naughton (1987)

h America') changim ouupational struaure (1) Cianni and Weitz (1986),
(2) Cook (198!), (3) ilerr (1984), (4) Hoyt (1988), (5) Kuttncr (1983),
and (6) Rumherger (1984)

c Career development theories (1) Betz and Hackett (1987), (2) Forrest and
Mikolaitus (1986), (3) Gyshers (1984), (4) Hesketh (1985), (5) Von-
dracck and Scholonhcrg (1986); and (6) Young (1988)

d Career information (I) Chapman and Katz (1983), (2) Drier (1980), (3)
Flanders (1988), (4) McDamcls (1982), (5) .401C.0 (19886), and (6)
O'Shea, Harrmgton, Padgett, and Dasch (1985)

c Career deamon tb ,lkiV (1) Cochran (1983), (2) (;ordon (1981), (3) Gritcs
(1983), (4) Mitchell and Knimholtz (1987), (5) Sepieli (1987), and (6)
Walsh (1987)

The significant changes that have oceurred only in the last 10
extend, of coursc,, far beyond the few dlustrati% e examples presented above.
Conscientious counselor educators still try ing to Lome), c% en the most bask
essentials of career de% elopinent in a single ours t. laic an increasingly frus-
trating and impo,..sible assignment.

Second, it is equally important to note that se% eral new topics (urrently
being proposed for melusion iii ounselor dui anon programs ha% e a chstmlt
part of their literature in eareer de% elopment This eontent might be included
in new counselor edue anon ( ourses for call tope On the other hand, the
need for such eontent could easily justify se% eral nem, lourses in the (areer
development aspect of counselor educr.on Again, this an be easily illus-
trated using examples of the 1980s jo .rnal literature for cad] of three sub-
topics. These include:

a Computers in career development (1) Cairo (1983), (2) 1 la rris-bowls-
bey (1985), (3)1 leppner (1985), (4) Johnston, Bucscherind Ht. up] r
(1988); (5) Krumboltz (1985)ind (6) Sampson, Shahnasariar Ind
Reardon (1987).

b Sex role tereotyptng in iareer development (1) Astm (1984), (2) Brooks
(1988); (3) Haring-I hdore (1987)ind (4) Lasalle and Spokane (1987)

c Multicultural aspee6 of tareer development (1) Castenell and Castenell
(1988); (2) Gable, Thompson, and lwanicki (1983), (3) Hall and
Post-Kammer (1987), (4) Miller, Springerind Wells (1988)ind
(5) Obleton 994)

Obviously, each of these three topcseomputers, sex role stereoty p-
ing, and multicultural concernsare beeonung increasingly important for
all of counselor education The (area development aspects for each tope
represent only a limited portion of the literature appropriate for iounsdors
to learn.

Third, the "sepal ate specialty dilemma" for the career development
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movement is made almost impossibl) complex when one eonsiders that
other "separate specialty ealls arc based primaril) either on t)pe of setting
Or type of client The substantn c content of eareer de\ clopment obkiously
encompasses both multiple t)pcs of settings and multiple t) pes of elients.
If carried to ns logk al extremes, one might w ell find e ounsior education
programs &signed to prepare their graduates to set\ e as (a) eareer devel-
opment specialists (b) in elementary se hool settings (e) v orkmg with eco-
nomically &Advantaged pupils Assuming this would be considered to be
carrying the concept of spceialization too far, w hat is a reasonable middle-
ground position? Should all eounselor edueation programs, regardless of
types of settings Or types of clients for w hi h the) prepare counselors.
contain a separav: component lesigned to equip graduates w ith basie career
development competencies% Or w ould ehents be better served if, in an)
given setting, eareer 1 1Leve.opment speeialists w ere a ailable in addition to
counselors whose prinian expc rt..0 relates to that SL tting2 Thc dilemma
remains

Counselors and Educational Reform: Implications for Change

The decade of the 1980s in Amerk an C(111. ation W as elearl one ve ith
a prime emphasv, on the need for edueational reform. It is equally e idcnt
that a large part of the rationale for sue h reform w as the reported laek of
success of the edueational system, that is. sue ee ssful partieipation in the
emerging ser ice-bawd, information-one meet high-teehnology soe let) that
force:, America to compete in the international marketplace

Thus, the topie of "eareer development- logicall) belongs among the
basic issues to be 1e.iscusSed and rook ed iii the e due ational reform mew e-
ment It seems natural to assIlille that "tounsclors- in general and "eareer
counselors- in partieular should eertainl) b me lude LI iii liajor reform pro-
posals. Concerns that this assumption 111.1) be laL king m ahdity ha e been
reported by Aubrey (1984, 1985), Daglcy and Gazda (1984), Dobson and
Dobson (1985), Herr (1984), I lohenshil (1987)md I loyt (1985)

To what extent has the educational retOrm mew einent of the 1980s
included c ills for an increased emphams on career LICclopnlint for profes-
sional counselors Recently , 29 major national L due ational reform proposals
Were Studied in an attempt to pro kle a preliminary .111SW Cr to this question.
Thc raw data and general results hake been reported elsok here (I lo) t,
1989a) Here, an attempt will be made to eoncentrate only on the. qek.stion
of the extent to Vt. ii . nese proposals made recommendations related to
thc need for an increased emphasis on earcer dekelopment in counselor
education and supervision

Of the 29 proposals, about one third seemed to L onsider "counselors-
and/or %arm development- as part of the "solution,- about one third saw
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them as part of the "problem." and the remaining one t.nrd Ignored their
existence (Hoyt, I 989a) Liken as .1 \% holc, the 29 propc,sals nwntioning
"counselors" contain 12 spank suggestions for change in career de\ el-
opment aspects of counselor education .md super% iston. Should thc coun-
selor .ducation MON ement become al In el involved ni efforts to nta!e
career development a prionty Issue in educational reform) If so, these kinds
of recommendations for changc cannot be ignorcd Tills, in in; w ay, should
be interpreted to ine.m that natknial leaders in the educational reform WONe-
nient can dictate what changes are to occur and how the,. will be carried
out. It does, however, raie basic questions rcgardnig readkwss of the gucd-
ance and counsehng mu% enient t participate In a truly .c)//aboraniq proo_ss
of educational reform 3s t1 uc partners %%ith other organizations, agencies,
assochmons, and indit Iduals sert ing as national leaders in educ glottal rc-
form

Concluding Remarks

Change is prerequlsite to progress in thc olution of any mot ement.
Both the guidance and couitschng MON lmcnt 111 gcneraland thc counselor
education and super% ision WON L molt In particularha) c made large and
remarkable changes in nature and direction ot er the 1.ht -In y ears This
chapter has sought to highlight such changcs as they hay c occurred in career
development aspec ts of count.elor education And supertston In the proccss,
several questions on basic diange hat e becn dentnied 1 lercIn attempt
will be made to pose these questkms in an ecen more spec Ific fashion
Eventually, the Association for Counsclor Ed lk anon and Super% iiuI w III

have to face and answer each question

Question #1 Should counselor cchk anon programs construct and op-
erate separate programs preparing "carcer deyclopmcnt specialists" in ad-
dition to whatet er other kinds of counsclors they, purport to prcparc%

Su/question A If so, cc.hat ontent huuld ht. int Inch d in tlw preparation
program for such persons diat I t lauded frtnn t h pr parantin programs
tbr other kinds of counsdors"
Suliquetuin B Should there bc a 1. o !union con of contcm RLitrnd td a/I
counselor education students, no matter cs hat their spec % If so, cc ha
should that Common core Include'
Subquesnon C If counselor edthantin programs mocc tocc ard pa pann;t
various kmds of "specialists.- can and should thel, abandon thcir wren(
emphasis On preparing "generalist ounsdors,- dift-erenuated tmh, bc
seumg and not by funcnon'

Question #2 Is it better to make such topics as sex stereotyping, mul-
ncultural concerns, .md counselors and computers Into scparatc Lourscs
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be required of all counselor education studentsor is it better to infuse
appropriate content for each topic into the total program fur each kind of
counselor specialist?

Question #3 Shoulcl career development specialists be prepared for
working primarily in K-12 school districtsor should attempts be made
to prepare persons majoring in -career de: elopment" for a \ ariety of settings
both within and outside of the educational system?

Subquestion .4 How soon can we reasonably evect to cons ince decision
makers in colleges/sdiools of education that their mission must now
expand beyond preparing persons primal-II) for K-I2 educational s), stems
m ways that appropriately recognize education as lifelong learinne
Subquesnon B Should counselor education programs seek to prepare dif-
ferent subpopulations of students to work in s arious %mop (e g , "K-
12,- "community college," etc ) well as tUr s arious petializatiotas g ,
"career counselors," "mental health counselors,- etc )
Subquestion C.Is it tune to change the organizational naturc of counsdm
education programs so that, instead of pre paring counse lors &fie re ntl.
by setting, we prepare them di&rently by *awn'

Question #4 Should counselor education programs assulne responsi-
bility for preparing career development speeialists .1t 1, Mous 14..A els of ed-
ucational preparation ranging from less than the baccalaureate le I to the
doctoral leveP

Subquesnon .1 Has the Milt: tonic to reihnInce thc principle that hi)Ids
"COUNSELOR EDUCATION IS GRADUA I E EDUCATION-%
Subquesnon B Can the requirement of a teaching certificate be justified
for persons preparing to be career des elopment specialists at the K-12
level and ignored for persons preparing to be career des dopment spe-
cialists in other settnigs? If so. what is the rationale?
Subquesnon C Has the nine conic to move away from a "course-b-
course" approach in counselor education and toward a "competent -bv -
competency" approach to preparing comisdors?

Question #5 How should standards for counselor education and su-
pervision be determined?

Subquesnon .4 Does ACES haw the prime right or responsibilat to de-
termine counselor education standards unilaterally)
Subquestion B Should the devdopment and implenientation of counselor
education standards be a joint responsibility of several ells isions of AACD%
If so, which divisions should be involved and how should decisions be
made? Should NCDA take the lead? Should ASCA be an equal partner?
Subquestion C Should non-AACD organizations/associations such as. (a)

AVA Guidance Division, (b) NO1CC, or (c) Divisit,,, 17 of APA be
encouraged or allowed to be involved in determining standards for coun-
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selor education and supervision) If so, ye hat weight should ACES gis
to then- recommendations)

Question #6. Should attempts be made to make eareer des elopment
aspects of counselor education and supers ision priority IsslICS in the edu-
cational reform movement?

Subquonon .4. Is ACES the proper assoeiation to assume leadership in
such an effort) Or is It ASCA) What other orgamzationslassoeutions iii
education should be invited to collaborate in this undertaking?
Saki:lemon B. Is the need for edueational reform so big that efforts should
be nude to inelude all of counselor education, not Just Its career des d-
opmcnt aspects as .1 priority in educational retbrm)

This list of questions is most appropriately viewed 35 illustrative, not
comprehensive in coverage Each should be lees ed as a request for input
to ACES on the part of all readers Each can also be view ed. in part. as a
reason why it is important that the ACES National Fask Force on Career
Development in Counselor Education and Supervision cost and funetion
in an active and positive manner It is tune dns happened.
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CHAPTER 5

Counselor
Preparation for
Future Needs

Harold Hackney

A few years ago, Dugald ArbuLkle (1986) suggested that there were
two k ital assumptions in nu_st professional Lorne ula, the first bemg that
MU professional trainiug resulted in ve epared Lc. Ii.,elors, and the sec-
ond being that we "know just w hat leounselors do] on the job- (p 18)

This onentation to professional training pros ed o er th L ars to be a "safe"
approach to Lounselor prepar.mon, safe in the sense that if we prepared
counselors to perform those duties expeLted of se hool Lounselors, our
'produets- w meet existing standaids and w ould be employ abk The
assumption w as sonless hat more ulmrable III terms of the preparation of
community counselors.

ArbuLkle 1.1as raising an important question, for the link between theory,
pieparation, and pi actiee is eentral to the process of prepanng
prolession.ds. 1 low Lser, as we read about how rapidly .ind drastieally our
501Iet1 is changing, it bee omes elear that Arbue kle's formulanon of the
problem may be missing the point today Instead of asking, "W' are
professionals doing?", C Illust ask, "What should projess. be

prepared to do to IH rek rant III the next millennium?" This ty pe of question
is always d.mgcrous for it Lan ins in: "erystal ball- responses t.) rational
vestions. fhe question is dangerous in another way , for it implies that we
who .11"L responsible for prof( ssional preparation Asti 11.11t. the authority to
deternnne the role and funetions of OW gradlIatcS, .1 responsibility tradi-
tionally reserved for the employers of helping professionals

In the introdue tory elupter, Wrenn and 1 lacIney presented a seenario
for a ehanged orld that Lounselors must ent l'his suggests that old
assumption., objeetives, praethes and outeomes may be less appropri..tc
and meaningful than the new demands that eounselors must fate And if
that is the ease, then who should be part of the dialogut_ for determining
what the "counselors of tomorrow be doing and w hat should be their
focus? More speeifie ally , if se hool Lounseling were bung introduLed to the
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wor13 today as a new concept, what would Ae say that counselors should
do) How would their role complement the roles of teacher and adnums-
trator? What functions would counsebrs perform with children, families,
educatots, employers) Similarly, if the community counselor were not en-
cumbered by ,he antecedent practices of social 11, orkers, psychologists, psy-
chiatrists, and so forth, what vital role and functions would we ha\ e that
person perform, particularly as we think about the problems communities
face today?

Remembering What We Know About Institutions

One of me most fundamental "truism,' nrow ing out of sy stems theory
is the knowledge that the system perceic es hang,: as a threat The threat
increases proportionately to how fragile the sy stem's pereeptions of itself
and its practices are. Nowhere is the threat more menaeing than w hen it
takes the form of redefining role and funk.00n, the heartwood of the proles-
sion. Tradition and self-perception arc major ontributors to ckterniming
role and function. Both pla; a definitional rok in the praetike of slhool
counseling and community counseling. but in different w ay s

Counseliv Practices in the Sihool\

Cecil and Cobia and I loyt, in khapters 2 and 4 of thi, olume. dese ribed
the formmve years ot i. hool eounst ling and how that history ha% formed
the role and .unction of counselors We yy erc made await. that a number
of factors have contribute:. to the formation of eounselor rok and lune non
m the schools, including (a) sok ial pressure% to khange the edukational sys-
tem through the infusion of NDEA monies. (b) the con ergenk.e of that
evem with the emergent theory of elient-kemered therapy, (e) subsequent
erosions of public_ support for sehool eounsding resulting from retrench-
ment of funding for pubhc schools in the 1970s and 1980sffid (d) the
reformation of educational praences using orporate thinking [win this
colla,e of antk.edent conditions, yy c hack sehool counseling programs that
have "evolved yy ith no nartikular nlan in mind, w ith the rksult being that
they are, to sonic de, dys' koonal" (Brow n, 1989. p 47) In many
respects school counseling has raised itsJf. miii. h all 01111 L illid m a
disengaged dual career family.

Counseling Pratmes in the Community

To extend the analogy, if school kounseling Lan be kompared to the
hsengaged "only child," i ommunity co ',cling is like the younger ehild
whose older brothers and sisters all have strong Yiew s of w hat it should

0 *4
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be. It has had to tight for its identit, otien taking extreme positions that
it would not ordmaril ha% c chosen, except for the heat of the professional
battle. The result is a commumt ounselor identit that remains only
partially formed, defined b) comprison to other helping profssionals,
competing for reLognition in arenas pi hiLh it is unLonlfortabl) Last and
vulnerable to criticism, deserved or undeserved.

More recently a new type of counselor has arisen, the nwntal health
counselor. This counselor is closel allied to the Lummunit Lounselor in
spirit, but is differentiated from cominunit LounsLInp, in rolLapLi filth MM.
Mental health Lounselors also struggle for their kiLtit:t, fighting tin. sanw
forces that seek to define community counsehng

Present Statw ol (oun..,eltv

Both school and Lonununit Lounseling ha% c grkmn into roles and
functions detern, 'lied a% mikh (or murc so) b external tr,. es as b) their
own legitimate k har.hter In large measurL, w Lar "hand-me-down-
Llothing, attempting to maintain our professional imagL V, hik k hating from
the nnsmterpretations of our role by our kilt:tilde and peers

Gi en this Lontext, there arL numerou, SO( K tal rumbling% that demand
change toda. OIR e it beLamL apparent that -just sa% no- would not ad-
equatel respoiwI to slhh erhes as suktanLe bust., teenage pregnam),
AIDS, emironmental abuse. LduLational shortfall and deterioration of in-
stitutional alues, public out ,. riLs beLaine direLtLd at :In tradition.d bastions
of caltural stabilit, thL sLhool, the hurt h, and the fainii l'hose outLries
escalate with eaLh new release of statistiLs oo rum. cdth Atonal testing,
divorce rates, minora nt...:ds. taxes, and on and on. Clearl IR mg
in an age i,. %%Inch soLIL tal momentum is Lair) mg us raptdl toward a "fall-
safe- relationship with ktin I re,ponse, 1Nt. ImL neW. ,sclitit!ons
CO old problems, new par.nhgms for Lhange, n w lenses with whILh to ILAN

our landwape Carlson 0989) desk ilbed this nee,I . it rLlatLs to sLhool
counsehng, suggesting that

it Is 1 tUhIL to opLii our re(eptors (( id(r, SI. i.k 1110R aitorinatIon about
the surroundings, and bgiii o \p(rinkot Ith huktk tik or '1
of N.% hat mak( s Organizations, parm ularl bool orpottatom

urthermorcl it is a tun( to assess 01Ik p(rsonal theori,, (1,t(rnon,
ubtk influem(s ul assembl( hoe thitiking, po(((t pohtus, wt rp(rsomil

relations, or inc,limigles rituals (p 14)

Counseling Reform: The Determinants of Change

1.% ould bc more than oversight did not know kdgi. that I-i form
is already afoot m the st. hool ounst. hug profession Do elopmeqta,
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ance (Myrick, 1987), primary prevention (Baker & Shaw, 1987, Conyne,
1987), program development (Gysbers & Henderson, 1988), and nunagmg
broad-based change (Carr & Hays hp, 1989) are examples of this reform.
Examples of ongoing change arc less available in community counseling,
but there have been hints of change, as reflected in an increased public
orientation toward wellness, and self-help. However, the challenge to com-
munity counseling is formidable. It pits theory against theory, econonncs
against ethics, professional against professional The battlefield is one of
educational versus clinical practice, prevention versus remediation, tradition
versus innovation.

Carlscn (1989) reminded us that a change of theory will not necessarily
lead to change of practice Rather, we must recogmze that the school and
the community respond to a vancty of influences, including political real-
ities, existing structures, human needs, and revered symbols and rituals.
As innocents we have often recognized only human needs as the highest
authority.

Politkal Realities of Chaiw

Political realities affecting change arc appareot m vested interests and
economic constraints. Cailson (1989, p 11) noted that "The spate of ed-
ucational reform reports and the jockeying by cc:alms, counselors, admin-
istrators, board mcmbus, legislators, and political leaders ckarly demonstrates
how political thc educational process has become." In part these groups are
jockeymg for preferred positions w hen fun.',ng becomes availabk They
arc jockepng also to protect previous positions of privilege within the
system Given the condition of limited resourccs that most comnmnities
face, the political reality is that w hen one professional group gains status
and economic support, it may be at. the expense of another professional
group. The result is an effort to "freeze" the status quoind to enhance
the priv deged position of tIfoSe on top of the professional incur( hy . Con-
equently, if real (hang '. is to occ in from vc ithm the systew, it must occur
in such .1 maimer that nonc of the participants c real or perceived
loss.

Raogniziits; Exbring Structure,

The -existing structuros" of counseling arc those practices that have
tverged in snull communities, inner cities, sprawling Aiburbs, and rural
legions of our cast country. They include the networking that occurs or
fails to oc,..ur between human service agencies, the populations that thffeient
counseling professionals serve the community, the cstabhshed hierarchy
othdpulg agenms, thc relationship betwcen comnmnity agcnues and schools.
In every community, there exists an established way of conductmg the
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business of helping. Some of this structure may be formalized in cs raten
agreements between agencies and schools, much is informally established
through years of evolved practices.

We must acknowledge that counseling practices .ry from community
to community, region to region. One part of the country may rely heav ily
upon rehabilitation counselors to serve an important segment of the com-
munity, whereas another part of the country looks to clinical psychologists
to perform this service. In many communities the master of social work
practitioner is the dominant service provider, and in other areas, the com-
munity (agency) counselor or the mental health counselor is the recognized
professional. Not only is it important to recognize practitioner differences,
but it is important to note that service delivery varies from community to
community.

Similarly, school counseling practices vary from state to state and com-
munity to community. Many stares have mandated Jementary school coun-
selors. A growing number of states have called for school counseling programs
to adopt a developmental (prevention) model. And yet, even in those states
where mandates have occurred, schools continue to be responsive to tra-
ditional pressures, including the expectations of school administrators and
parents that school counseling be- accountable primarily to the college-bound,
and the self-perceptions of counselors that their role is lime al as opposed
to educational, remedial as opposed to preventive.

Such structural conditions must be recognized and taken into account
when change is suggested. Without addressing the underlying structural
factors that support the status quo, desirable ehange may not be defined,
and certainly will not succeed

Revered Symbols and Rituals

More elusive than political and structural realities. thc sy mbuls, rituals
and myths of a profession assume an existence that may seem to be abew
questioning Should the student/counselor rano in a high school be 3()0
even though there arc no counselors in the feceler elementary sehools. Should
high school counselors focus on college adnussions% Should eounselors hay c
private offices the size of therapy rooms% The counselor (or counselor ed-
ucator) who raises such questions risks elLirges ranging from professional
shortsightedness to heresy. We have lived with many sacred cows, sonic
supported by the rank-and-file of off i.,tofession, others supported by (Air
professional organizations. It is tune to take a careful second look at many
of these conditions, for they. as much as our self-\ icw, determine who wc
are, what we do, and whether N-c will survive as a viable human service

Similarly, should the community counselor aspire to the role of ther-
apist or assume an increasing role as community educator? Should the
community counselor seek to develop skills the master of social work or

b7
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the hiensed mtntal health counsekn do not posstss, as opposed to tom-
petmg with these professionals? Finally, is it possibk that the "therapist
era" Is passing and w ill not be .1 mmnant human SCr \ R C funition C

approach the next inilleimium?

Defining Human Need,'

Counsdors need no introdut non to this fourth sollite Of influence
Being sensitit e to and responding to human netds generally tohsidered
a pretondmon for entry into dn. helping professions Should sinsalY
prove tk be insufficient, yt e hat e been indottrinated in the use of needs
assessment .11Id resource int entorws from tlw first graduate tourse in toun-
seling. Admonitions Nui h as. "Know y uUr Uk lack," "Idellt6 our Support
netw ork," and "DAHL our objettu cs" stand like lighthouses on the Maine
coastline.

And yet, we all ha e experiented the frustration of the undervalued
need. Social dlus. s sm.!) as attending to the poor, the disenfranthisid, the
ehronkally ill, or till mentally and emotionally deprit td arc oftcll Coun-
terbalanLed by et onomw aloes or tonflitts of wtercst Should the tom-
munity use its limittd funds to hut anotht r ()Will lOr tor dn. tommunity
tenter, or sli011kt it build tlk long-at\ aited tommiunty boat-launth fat. lilt)
Whit h need is mon pressing' As ounsi lors. wt. kiii quite natur.dly
the first thuitt, but we must re( ognize that in most ffinnifil 11th `. human
needs take many varied and Of-ten-competing loin],

I'artu wants i,, Charw

GI\ en the 4. onstraints to thange, tt ho Arc the partit pants c mlist
tonsider to pros ide a lit ty pi of tounselor for a new age? If ty haY e

karned 011( Ii slon from past efforts to nilutlitt Bit status of St. huol JIld
tommunity tounst hug, it is that Mt prat titiont r minor stand alone m this
effiart It must int olt c all audient es, int luding th()se ho ictiresclit th
politwal realities, thc xisting strut tures. thc sy mbok and trat mons, and
the reeipients of our so it es In thc st hool, thh Illk !MILS teatlit r print ipals,
parents, studtnts, i onimunity kaders ty ho stt budgt N. and politkians ho
influente lonimunit lead,...rs It also int lodes professional organizations,
tounselor preparation institutions, state tertifit anon agtin ics, star: legis-
latures, statt Ikensing boardsind the oting publw Ali prties must bc
retognized for BR_ roles they ph} If we take Bit position that Only proks-
sional tounsclors should dettrnunt Our role and funtuon, ihen tu
retognize that these othtr t-Ort CS have already helptd tit ttrninit our prtstnt
role and runt non and also w ill affect our flttlirc role and flint non.

Even if consensir, is rein lied at the practitionci level, C tt ill not hay(
institutionalized h.mgc it prep.uation programs arc not at-fitted Fins in-

8 c
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terplay between practitioner and preparation program is a vital link in the
chain. Too often it has been the most vulnerable link Charges that prq-
aration programs are irrelevant, or that practitioners are copping out to
social pressures in the school or communityfte ai ,.. of professional sab-
otage. Yet, experience tells us that preparation programs are unable to
mobilize a movement toward a common cause. Differences both between
and within states and dificiences between public and private institutions,
all contribute to ,Y hat Aubrey (1982) described as a "patchwork quilt" of
counseling practice.

Where Does Chime Begin?

When contemplating institutional or societal .hange, is it more effectiye
to take a macrosystem vIcNk or a micrusy stem leNk In other words, does
change occur from the top down or the bottom ar0 Does it occur by decree
or by a practice of "Each one, save one?" Certainly both approaches have
been tested in the educational reform moveme,,t. One of the more revealing
experiments was the National Defense Education 'NDEA) following
the launching of Sputnik 1 That plan, adopted from the agricultural ex-
tention model of an earlier L Iay, infused massive amounts of money into
program development, followed by a broad-based training program for
teachers from communities acros., the country. Those ft l named cur-
riculum specialists returned to their eonuminities. still supported by the
reform programind instituted change at the grass-roots leYel Because
school counseling was part of this reform package, it was able to establish
itself in mall} cy cry community in the nation. The critical ingredients
were a vision, concrete plans, much money, and follow-up.

The Substance of Change

In Chapter I. Wrenn and Hackney documented some of the more
per\ asie changes that have ffixted our culture in the past &each. These
changes stand as soc mai diverters, much as signs and barriers diYert the
traffic on roadways under construction Indeed, we are experiencing a so-
cietal reconsti uction in these latter years of the 20th century . Wrenn offered
us a way to vic M. this change. citing all that we have recently learned about
our immerse and about our cm ironment. 1k described two competing
paradigms, ow: based on discoveries of unknown but extant realities, the
other based on the unpredictable consequences of our collective actions In
both, one might argue that the unknown w as always there, waning to be
discovered.

We cannot deny that humanity kis produced many demons md that
present-day demons seem far more menacing than those of an earlier ova.
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As our culture has evok ed, we find alienation and loneliness to be a Ile \N,
companion. Drugs haY c replaced military foes in a new definition of \, ar
in which the most vuhierable elements of society AR onsL ripted to be the
casualties. Families haY e inecamorphozed into new e onfigurations v ith new
surviy al needs. The relationship between men Iam. w omen m the market-
place, th,: town hall, and in educational and religious settings rests in an
uncomfortably unstable state. NC \N sources of influence ehallenge traditional
sources, myy world conditions bring us into unfannhar alignments of in-
terdependenec with one another, w hile new eultural conditions confront
older notions of ethnic and racial K.entity our nation has matured
into economic, social, and political middle age. Sol letal problems sudi AS
morality , puyv el' and pow erlessness, and pny liege and disenfranchisement
burden our journey and dial our vision It v ould be a strange dialectic
indeed to dis,.uss the merits of change AS %,\, t. Are being consumed by ehange.

In chapter 2. Cecil and Cobia made the point that education In;s an
important role to fulfill in assisting soc iety 's transition from industrialization
to a postindustrial era. That role w ill force the edtn anon establishment to
accommodate new institutionalize new alues, and adopt Ile \N
methods. The authors pomted to the outpouring of Lail`, for e dueanona
assessment and reform as Indic any e of \A, hat the future may hold As the
predicted restructuring begins to reshape the educational eny n onnicult, rules
and functions, including thost llc school e ounsc bor. \N, ill meyitably be
afkcted

In chapter 3, Robinson .,nd Roth doe umented the health status of our
nation from a dey elopmental perspeetk c Although the medical researeh
community has made often dramatic leaps of progress, w e find that both
new challenges and the ret mergence of many old ehallenges de mand our
attention and concern -1 hemes introduced by Wrenn Aid I Lickne y in e hap-
ter 1 arc found in Robinson and Roth's assessment and include the effects
of alienation, loneliness, and oncomitant stress, the de astating effect of
drugs and substance abuse, All ).S, the effects of 11N ing hinge rind ehanges
in family patterns Robinson and Roth identified w a s in w Inch these con-
ditions will affect the helping profession in the 1990s, noting that the eoun-
selor of tomorrow must be my oly cd in helping e he nts maintain healthy
life-styles (and conYersel) , coping w ith illness) in addition to w orking to
enhance clients' emotional health

Finally, Hoy t addressed change in earcer dey elopment and oliulse lor

preparation n c. Inipter 4 In Ins assessment of the present status of career
development, he questioned w hailer the traditionally named counselor is
able to provide the kinds of ervices that our .ciety now requires I lc
chronicled how the educational establishment, particularly the counsclmg
profession, has responded to c liangc oYer the past 40 y cars, ii ting influences
that have lcd to change and the resulting impact on schaol counseling
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In this process of change, the w orld of w ork is no eloser to a state of
equilibrium today We began the 1980s w ith Taller's (1980) glimpse into
the crystal ball He proposed that our nation's histors eould be defined in
three "waves," the first being the agricultural resolution that distinguished
our first 150 years, the second being the industrial resolution that brought
us to world leadership in the 20th eenturyind the third being a postindus-
trial, technological age symbolized b? the ads ent of die eomputer. We ha ve
not fully experienced the impaet of t!ns ness tee hnologleal age For, as Herr
(1989)

it is clear that the occupational structure of the future %%ill not be
what has prevailed in the past Ilk ens ironment iii %%hid] %%ork takes
place and the possibilities for work %%ill change I he k ontem tOr em-
ployability %%ill change And the eft-at% ot those changes will %at.% from
one group of youth and adults to another (p 45)

As we have experienced the infusion of computer tee hnology it be-
comes increasingly apparent that, in the ss ords of the country store sage,
"There's good news and there's bad new s The mit roehip has mtrodueed
new and unimagined convenience into our lis es, allow mg us to program
everything fi-om the washing mat hint. to the kitehen range, the telephone
answering machine and the furnae e thermostat. It has greatls enhaneed the
workplaceis Herr pointed out, with the result that assembly hnes not only
work more efficiently but also more aceuratel?, and basukss offiees today
call for an entire!? different t?pe of cm plo cc skills l3ut the "bad news-
is that this wonderful new automation has brought with it a new vs orkmg
atmosphere Hie relation,hip bets% eel] worker and ex orkplaee has beeome
a more isolged and sohtary milieu Though vs e has e g.uned in effieleney,
we have lost m interpeisonal eontact and pe rsonal ass ard It is more possible
than ever for the worker to become "lost- HI Ins or her job Uhus, we find
that even the most trusted markers of our eulture has e been transformed
The lannly. the school. the neighborhood, the hospital, the offiee. the
church, all are evolving into new environments ts ah new ehallenges It is
tune to examine the institutions that serse our soeiet? to determine whether
they have been responsis e to these changes Certainl the educational es-
tablishment has experienced that examination through a plethora of studies
and ieports Community programs also has t been the sublet t of tnuch
conmient and criticism, primarilt in the context of their response to the
enormous challenge of drug abuse and the AIDS crisis And ?et, interest-
ingly enough, few counselors sat on any of the eom in issions study nil, either
thz: school's response or the community's response to these soeial 11s. One
wonders why the counselor's absence ss as not felt. Was it that our impact
is different from our perceptions Could tt be that the publie eommissions
did not perceive counselors as part of the solution? Was it an oversight that
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occurred again and again% Or eould it be that, over the years, w e have
drifted to the shoreline and no longc r function in the deeper es ALI'S Of human
concerns%

Responding to the Need for Change

The preceding chapters, as w ell as the w ntings of many current authors,
leave little doubt that ehange in the eounsehng profession is an imperative.
I !err (1989) reflected on the need for change in schools, saying,

lithe question for the profession of school counseling is not one of simple
survival as a visible entity in the school, %%hat is the question It is more
nearly What models of school counseling roles and functions are most
likely to be effecm c under different conditions of student need, duca-
clonal priorities, and availability of resources (p 319)

The question is no less demanding se hen NA e COL LIS on the status of the
community counselor lfss e paraphrase I lerr's response, it IS, What models
of eonnuutut) eounsc ling roks and film nons are most likely to be effective
under different eonehtions of e !lent need, commumts priorities, and avail-
ability of re.sources'''

The New School Combelor

A number of rect.nt proposals t'ollow for the form a new and more
relevant school counseling profession must take

Reconceptualization from an ancillary , this-oriented Service
ro ( omprchcnsis program firmly grounded on principles of human
growth and development" (Gysbers & 1 lenderson, 1988, viivin),
"Programs must be proactis e and planned, not reactive and sere ke-
concept oriented, des elopmental b) nature, and designed and struc-
tured to ac hies student, school, and eommuity goals and objectis es"
(AACD School Counseling Task Force Report, 1989, p I), and
"Guidance programs should be balanced in term, of both the general
thrust of services (i e , primary prevention, remediationmd ther-
apy) and in tc rms of the mode of service deliver} (direct and indirect
services)" (Raker & Shaw, 1987, pp 6-7)

Many other authors has c eontributed similar sic ss s IL) VS hat ,chool eoun-
seling must become "Ilk common ground is that (1) school counselors
must become mein proaetive (2) primary precention must assume aseen-
dency in practice, (3) a guidance curriculum must emerge that casts the
counselor in the role of developmental specialist, and (4) time-honored
practices of the past, ine luding lunge i term inch} idual treatment, w ill recc b,c
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diminished emphasis We:re talking about persons w ho an plan and umiak
crisis prevention as effectnely as crisis inter\ ennui], group-hie eurriculum
instruction as well as individual guidance, life goals and values as w ell as
college placement. collaboration with teachers and parents in multimodal
life enhancement experiences as \\ell as career guidance In this new deller)
of services, the counselor is a teacher, planner, organizer, collaborator,
consultant, as well as confidante,. consoler, inter\ entionistmd advocate
In other words, there is a broadening of roles and funetionsi more publi_
stage on which to performi more courageous stalk e to take in addressing
societal, as well as individual, problems

Counselor skills must change as w ell l'he problems that today 's
(and tomorrow's) schools must address arc different from those
of the 1960s and 1970s Multicultural and multilingual student popula-
tions, multiple lannly patterns, drugs in the school, adolescent preg-
nancy, homeless children, the direct and mein ect effects of AIDSi societal
disaffection with traditional forno, of authority , moraht Ind alues,
and increased levels of alienation, disengagement, and loneliness all 4. on-
tribute to a neW, social miheu in w, hR h die schOols MUNI COM tion and
respond to help stabilize War SOCICI \ Counselors arc the best equipped
school personnel to fill the serk ice delis Cr \ \ at 1.11.1111 that presently e ists
Their orientation to human relations. human 1 \ c lopliic ntal 11cc els, in-
terpersonal skills, educative skdk, group dy nanue,ind eareer el-
opment make them the most likel caliciiciatcs on the sli1001 Staff to be
able to respond to tomorrow \ challcnges. l3ut, the present status of
counselor role and function, paired w ith kil1 deficits in specific a rcas,
also means that, unless ve c move with confidence and determination to
fill that service deli% er vac Minh oak r C Isring (or 11;:V1) st haul profes-
sionals will be asked to respond, thus fulfilling the prophel ',Milc
that school counseling might be«mie irrelevant.

The present status of counselor role and function reflects both optimist
and pessimist dialogue Cole (1987) identified 3 Mini bk r of new c olanSllor
functions that have emerged in the past 20 y ears, inc hiding sLil h al IR itO
as working ith parents and other fanuIN members. introduc mg
substance abuse and suiLide pre \ Limon progran,s into se hook, assuming
consultant roles, and developing school-based ireatment p ograms for stu-
dents with eating ebsorekrs, eluldren of ch \ 01cc. Ind h ddren from
families At ;he same time, numerous studies Clenny son, Mdler, Skoc holt.
& Williams, 1989a. 1989b, Wilgus & Shelley, 1988, Radin & Welsh, 1984)
provide evidence that the ASCA Role Statement (1981) and other more
recent publications are ha% mg little impact au c onnSclut praenee s or on
other educator perceptions

What is clic answer to this dilemma It is :pparc nt that w e have a
multidimensional problem On the Onc hand, how Lan w e introduce prac-
ticing school counselors to tit: \\ skilL hey. rolcs, and nc y. relatmiships
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within the si hool? And, related to this quistion, how Lan we eduLate other
sihool personnel, tiaL hers, adiminstrators, sihool ps)choiogists, and soLial
workers to a new Lounsilor role in hkh a anety of new functions h:vc
been introduced Final' 1 Lan we prepare new Lounselors who will be
able to 1110% e into an en ironment already in transition, w ith new para-
digms, new perspLitives, and new change agent skills? The Harvard Edu-
taw?, Letter 'June, 1988) suggested four strategies to hdp established school
counselors respond to the role/funetion dilemma:

1 Strengthen the Lonnecuons betw Len the Lounseling program and
the' academk program
L.; ,tart ,:arher Increase th, immber of elementary school counselors

ho work w nh developmental issues as opposed to crisis issues.
3 ReaLh out to parents. Pros ide mon serl, ILL'S to parents and establish

more parent/school liaisons.
4 Budd a network of support in the Lommunit) b) solk twig support

and responding to community needs. (1988, pp. 1-5)

Ne Lounsdors, and there will be man) inter-nig the Lounschng ranks
in the next de( ade, must present broad rra), of new skills when they
arrive If we take into a,Lount thi Lhanged nature of our soilety (and thus
our si hook) that is di talk d in earhir Lhaptirs of this Inoimgraph, then those
110% LompetenLies w ill Ilk ludl guidanie Lurrk ulum speLiallst (traLher), de-
Nelopmental programming specialist. Lonsultant to teachers and parents,
preventionkt, multkultural fanil life spiLialist, group Lounsi-
lor, lrisis intcr entionist. Lommunity at:mistmid thi list Lould Lontinue
One knight kritunately arguc that s.hool Louriselors lread) perform man)
of these functions. Thi differeme is that thise aim Ines must replace thc
administram L and nonguidanie tl% ItICS that I.A.Lank part ()idle Lounselor's
day during thi era of ntrenchnk nt and job idnerability ot the 1970s and
1980s And Lounsika priparation programs must address thesi funitions
specifk ally , rather than LxpiLting Lounsdors to di% clop thL skills while on
the job

The New Community Mental Health (ounelin

The question \ s raised earlier as to M, h et h r c, u n se I ors have
driftid to tilt. short. bilk , ilu longer funitioning iii dr. dL pi r att. r t humm
problems In thi Lunn xt of Lommunit), ounst.ling, that metaphor must be
re), ked Thi. lustor) of Lommunity Lounseling i suLh that w c Lould Lhar-
acterize it as one still tr) mg to row the boat into deepir ,Aatcrs. For thin
Lan EN. no doubt that Lommunity mental health Lounsclors arc loikid in an
Identity battle with soLial workers, ps)Lhologists, and othir Iklping profes-
sionals WLik I and Palmo (1989) aiknowkdged this struggk, nLqing that.
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The profession is currently at a irossroads as a attempts to define itself
clearly to other mental health practitioners and to the consuming pubh .

Although they have won several important struggles for recognition both
within the mental health care system and with outside third-party payors
and government agencies, MHCs Imental health counselors] still face an
uphill battle as they attempt to secure their niche in the mental health care
delivery system. (pp 7-8)

'The authors predicted that the field of mental health counseling, as we
presently know it, Will either thrive over the next 10 years or suffer a rapid
deterioration and ultimate death (Weikel & Pahno, p. 12). What would give
cause for two widely respected scholars to make ,,uch a dire prediction? It
could be the political/economic struggle that exists between community
mental health counselors and other helping professionals, or It could be the
niche that is being sought. What of that niche? Is it that the niche exists but
others prevent qualified community counselors from filling it? Is it that we
have not adequately communicated our niche to a cautious public? Or is it
that we have not defined that niche, what we have to offer that is both
different from the services of other helping professionals and valuable to
the public?

FOr the most part. community counselors have been trained to use a
service delivery model that includes remedial (therapy) intercntions and a
Crisis orientation In this respect. the preparation of the community mental
health counselor has resem bled aspects of the school counselor's preparation.
Such an orientation clearly places the mental health counselor on a collision
course with psychologists, social workersind psy chiatrists in the com-

-munity And, the political power structure being w hat it is, it is under
standable that Weikel and Palmo see the future of-community mental health
counselors as they do

For too long, we have been diverted in our effort to establish com-
munity mental health counseling by attempting to deliver services that
resemble those that already exist in the community It is time to reframe
the community counselor as a development and pro, ention specialist, one
who reflects a historical evolution out of counselor education (and thus
education) as opposed to tic counseling psydiology or medical model (Wei-
kel & Palmo, 1989, p 12) How this is to he accomplished is no small
problem, for the conn-linity is an elusive target. It represents the full spec-
tium of human misery and despair. To move into some quarters of the
community with a preeame persuasion would be too little, too late'. 'I he
problem becomes one of deternuning where, with what skills, toward what
ends? This orientation calls for a much different type of community coun-
selor Surprisingly, the closest approximation of this orientatiGn collies not
from the community' mental health aterature, but from Whiteley's (1980)
The History of Counselm Mychohw , in which he included
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Issues of s000-econonitc injusticc and unequal ummie distributton,
exammanon of poor school facilities, study of health delicery systems,
job development as well as job counseling in the broadest onension,
the eotaisehng psychologost in the psychoiducanon,d model is interestcd
in developing the health envtronmem of its citizens fp 20i)

'lips orientation invokes a very different assortment of skills. These
include primary prevention (educational, program developmcnt, and change
agent skills); advocacy skills, conflict resolution and mediation skills, po-
litical skills, consultation skillsmd organizational development These skills
reflect a professional whose efforts are directed toward eonnnunity groups
rather than individuals, community strueture rather than psy chemtio-
pation rather than reaction. The focus of interventions in tins new role are
the problems already identified iii preceding chapters substance abuse, teen-
age pregnancy, illiteracy, the AIDS epidemic, homelessvess and its unpaet
on children, isolation and lonellness, our aging population, the increasing
ethnic diversity of our society a grow ing under-class, aul the disenfran-
chised

Implications for Curriculum Development

The challenge that has been outlined has striking parallels for school
and connnunity ceunselors alike Problems posed by schools are structurally
similar to the problems posed by tht. community 'Hay cannot bc addressed
by traditionally trained counselors, that is, counselors yy ho brung an ori-
entation to insIght-based, indlY idual intery moon and an orklitanon that is
process-defined as opposed to outcome-defined

If there is any one clear voice in the cacophony for change, it Is that
society's problems hoc c gotten out of control We annot respond to such
problems as AIDS in the schools, or a drug cpidenik that has taken 0% er
whJit: neighborhoods, using traditional (1 t , one-to-one, remedial inter-
yention) methods that haY e been the staple of schools and «immunities
Nor can the "helping- pr..:fcssion turn as bat is On these new chalk nges
We must respond by SLR mg ehddren and par( nts, neighborhoods and tom-
immities, before they become victims.

The Joint ACES/ASCA Collaborative Workshop Report (Cecil, Deek,
& Comas, 1 989) made a num xr of recommendations rellecung this call
for change. Their recommenda,,ons melude reaffirming the need for 51 houl
counselors to foe us on developnient and preY euituoii, reexamining the ASCA
role statement for sehool counselors, expanding die eurriculum for eoun-
seloi preparation to reflect sot Kul ne,:ds, and modify nig state certification
guidelines to include CACREP standards, to name only a few They call
for curriculum roisions to include "program de elopment, nwiagement,
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and evaluation, multicultural awareness and concerns, and knowledge re-
lated to current societal ills, such as substance abuse, suicide, teen pregnancy,
and dropouts" (Cecil et al., p. 42). Similarly, in its 10th Anniversary Issue
Uanuary, 1989), the Journal of Mental Health Counseling, contained calls for
a prevention-development emphasis.

Finally, at the first National Conference of the Association for Coun-
selor Education and Supervision (St. Louis, October, 1988), task groups of
'3rofessors and supervisors addressed three areas of national concern, health,
work, and education. Their deliberations yielded a number of suggestions:

I. Counselors need to spend more time working with small and large
groups of clients.

1. Counselors must view themselves as team members and actively
work to build a "team" concept within schools and communities.
The challenges cannot otherwise be accomplished.

3. Knowledge of the environment and sociological circumstances of
clients must be given greater priority by preparation institutions.

4. Counselor preparation institutions must reorient their students to-
ward cultural plurality.

5. Counselors must be informed and aware of the characteristics and
unique needs of the culturally diverse, as well as those of the eco-
nomically and culturally disadvantaged.

6. Counselors must have greater community involvement, either through
ongoing participation or through "community sabbaticals."

7. Toward this end, counselor preparation institutions must offer train-
ing in the skills of negotiating with power groups in community
and school systems.

8. School and community counselors must receive and practice an
orientation toward systems theory and intervention.

Recommendations for Change

The proposals that counselor educators, coinmunity mental health lead-
ers, and school counselors are voicing call for a different kind of practitioncr,
necessitating a different form of skills and conceptualizations. We cannot
miss the call for a developmeutal orientation. Nor can we ignore the plea
for a prevention-based response to societal nreds. But beyond these two
emphases, there is a strong callfor better preparation in multicultural helping
skills, system intervention skills, reorientation toward group intervention
for primary and secondary prevention, and, perhaps most subtly, an alarm
that if we do not address these pervasive social problems, the counseling
profession could become an endangered species.

We have a brief time in which to react. The prospect of a large turnover
of professional counselors through retirement in the next 10 years, paired
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with thc opportunity to rcvisc and rcoricnt preparation programs toward
a new definition of hclper. is a window of opportunity that will opcn and
then close. Ccntral to this opportunity is thc counsclor cducator as well as
thc counselor practitioncr. Neither, can succeed without thc collaborativc
involvement of thc othcr. Thc issuc is not whether to changc; rathcr, thc
issuc is whither changc.
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